The Flora and Fauna of Coastal British Columbia and the Pacific Northwest
Expanded Edition
Collin Varner

A newly updated, expanded edition of the spectacular bestselling field guide to the plants and animals of North America’s Northwest Coast.

With its temperate climate and rich biodiversity, the coastal Pacific Northwest is an ideal environment for nature lovers of all sorts. Stretching from Juneau, Alaska, south to coastal British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and all the way down to California’s San Francisco Bay, this vast region is home to an incredibly rich variety of flora and fauna.

Packed with over 1,500 photographs and essential information about more than 900 commonly found plant and animal species across the region, this updated and expanded edition of The Flora and Fauna of Coastal British Columbia and the Pacific Northwest is a colourful, concise, easy-to-follow resource. Accessible for anyone with an interest in nature—from amateur arborists to avid gardeners, from weekend hikers to experienced beachcombers—this book provides an essential overview of the region’s trees, shrubs, bushes, flowering plants, berries, ferns, fungi, marine plants, marine and land mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles, and insects.

With expanded flora and fauna sections; revised species organization; and new information about at-risk species, toxicity, edibility, and traditional uses, this book is an essential guide to the abundance of nature in this beautiful part of the world.

Collin Varner is a horticulturist/arboriculturalist. He began his career at the University of British Columbia’s Botanical Garden, and over the next forty years assumed responsibility for conserving 25,000 trees across campus and taught courses in native plant studies. Now retired, Varner is an avid photographer, world traveller, and the bestselling author of The Flora and Fauna of Coastal British Columbia and the Pacific Northwest and Edible and Medicinal Flora of the West Coast.
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Fishes of the Salish Sea
9781772032932, $179.00
A Journey Back to Nature
A History of Strathcona Provincial Park
Catherine Marie Gilbert

A fascinating account of the century-long effort to define, access, preserve, develop, and exploit the uniquely beautiful area of rugged wilderness now known as Strathcona Provincial Park on Central Vancouver Island.

Strathcona Provincial Park is situated in the middle of Vancouver Island, bordering Clayoquot Sound on the west, Port Alberni on the south, and a large property once known as the Esquimalt and Nanaimo (E&N) land grant on the east. Measuring 250,000 hectares, this breathtaking park, with its gorgeous mountains, lakes, and waterfalls, is a nature lover’s paradise. Yet behind this picture of serenity lies a volatile history.

_A Journey Back to Nature: A History of Strathcona Provincial Park_ takes a comprehensive look at this rich, beautiful stretch of wilderness and the competing interests that struggled to protect it, define it, and/or control it—from Indigenous Peoples, who have lived on the land for millennia, to European explorers and industrialists, who could not see beyond the wealth of its natural resources, to early conservationists and enterprising settlers, who wished to preserve the area as a wilderness playground for BC’s booming population and nascent tourist industry. Over the course of a century, Strathcona Provincial Park was frequently at the centre of some of the most heated public debates in BC history, between economic and environmental interests. This detailed account—lavishly illustrated with archival and contemporary photographs and maps—uncovers the intriguing history, complex legacy, and majestic natural beauty of BC’s first provincial park.

Catherine Marie Gilbert is an author, historian, and lecturer, whose interest in BC coastal life, past and present, is evident in her work. In 2018, she completed her master’s thesis on the environmental history of Strathcona Provincial Park and obtained her master’s degree in Public History from the University of Victoria. She is the author of _Yorke Island and the Uncertain War: Defending Canada’s Western Coast_, and her articles have appeared in _Western Mariner, BC Historical Federation Journal, BC Studies_, and _Escape._
Wagon Road North
The Saga of the Cariboo Gold Rush, Revised and Expanded Edition
Art Downs
Edited by Ken Mather

A newly revised and updated edition of the classic pictorial account of the Cariboo Gold Rush trail.

First published over half a century ago, Wagon Road North is the quintessential popular history book chronicling gold-rush-era BC. Focusing on the Cariboo Wagon Road—the crucial transportation route stretching from Fort Yale to Barkerville that made it possible for tens of thousands of prospectors to make their way to the Cariboo goldfields in the 1860s—this newly updated, expanded, and re-designed edition brings to life the adventures, hardships, and blind ambitions of the men and women who risked everything in the quest for gold. Packed with more than a hundred archival photos, many of them rarely seen, as well as maps and contemporary images of historical sites, this fascinating book is a visual celebration of a pivotal chapter in early BC history.

Art Downs (1924–1996) was a writer, editor, historian, and pioneer of BC book and magazine publishing. Born in England, he moved to Saskatchewan as a young child and later settled in Quesnel, BC. He became owner of the Cariboo Digest, which evolved into BC Outdoors, a successful magazine about BC history, wildlife, and conservation. Downs and his wife, Doris, were the founders of Heritage House Publishing.

Ken Mather has been researching western Canadian heritage for over four decades, working in curatorial, management, and research roles at Fort Edmonton Park, Barkerville, and the O’Keefe Ranch since the early 1970s. He is the author of several books on pioneer and ranching history, including Stagecoach North, Trail North, Ranch Tales, and Frontier Cowboys and the Great Divide.
An intriguing look at the accomplishments and contradictions of Joseph William McKay, one of the most successful Métis men to rise through the ranks of the Hudson’s Bay Company.

Throughout the history of British Columbia, one would be hard-pressed to find an Indigenous person who so successfully navigated the echelons of colonial power as did Joseph William McKay (1829–1900). McKay was Métis, born in Quebec, and began his career in Oregon during the dispute over the international boundary in 1845–46. After moving north, he met his mentor James Douglas and, at twenty-three, was given the job of building the city of Nanaimo from the ground up.

McKay made several exploratory trips with Douglas during the Gold Rush, and he surveyed the route for the Overland. He rose through the ranks of the Hudson’s Bay Company, earning the appointment of Chief Factor, the company’s highest rank, at a time when few Indigenous employees of HBC were permitted to rise beyond the rank of postmaster.

After leaving the company in 1878, McKay began a second career in the Department of Indian Affairs. A product of his time who had found personal success working within the colonial system, McKay is a complicated figure when viewed through a twenty-first-century lens. He advocated on behalf of Indigenous Peoples and personally inoculated more than a thousand individuals with the smallpox vaccine. Yet, he also participated in a system that did untold harm to First Nations, Métis, and Inuit people. This fascinating new biography sheds light on an accomplished and complex man.

Greg N. Fraser is an educator with a long-time interest in the history of western Canada. For thirty-three years, he taught Canadian, BC, and Indigenous history in the Vernon and Nanaimo school districts. Since retiring from full-time teaching, he has continued his career at the post-secondary level, teaching courses at Okanagan University-College and Vancouver Island University Elder College, where he also sits on the board.
Always Pack a Candle
A Nurse in the Cariboo-Chilcotin
Marion McKinnon Crook

The true story of an adventurous young nurse who provided much-needed health care to the rural communities of the Cariboo-Chilcotin in the 1960s.

In 1962, newly minted public health nurse Marion McKinnon arrived in the small community of Williams Lake in BC’s Cariboo region. Armed with more confidence than experience, she got into her government-issued Chevy—packed with immunization supplies, baby scales, and emergency drugs—and headed out into her 9,300-square-kilometre territory, inhabited by ranchers; mill workers; and many vulnerable men, women, and children who were at risk of falling through the cracks of Canada’s social welfare system.

At twenty-two, a naïve yet enthusiastic Marion relied entirely on her academic knowledge and her common sense. She doled out birth control and parenting advice to women who had far more life experience than she. She routinely dealt with condescending doctors and dismissive or openly belligerent patients. She immunized school children en masse and made home visits to impoverished communities. She drove out into the vast countryside in freezing temperatures, with only a candle, antifreeze, chains, and chocolate bars as emergency equipment.

In one year, Marion received a more rigorous education in the field than she had at university. She helped countless people, made many mistakes, learned to recognize systemic injustice, and even managed to get into a couple of romantic entanglements. Always Pack a Candle is an unforgettable and eye-opening memoir of one frontline worker’s courage, humility, and compassion.

Marion McKinnon Crook is a nurse, an educator, and the author of more than fifteen books. She began writing short stories in the 1960s while working as a public health nurse in the Cariboo. In addition to her nursing degree, McKinnon Crook holds a master’s in liberal studies, and a PhD in education. Now a full-time writer, she lives on BC’s Sunshine Coast with her dog and cat, who hate each other. For more information, visit marioncrookauthor.com.
When I arrived at the health unit, one of the three office clerks handed me a package.

“I’m Ellie Carpenter,” she said. “I’ll type your letters.”

“Wonderful. Nice to meet you.” I’d never had a secretary before. I was glad my letters would be both legible and correct in grammar and spelling. Although my grammar was usually correct, my spelling was creative.

Ellie was about forty, big boned with dark hair and brown eyes.

“Rita asked Elsbeth, a retired PHN, to leave her old summer uniform here.” Ellie looked critically at me. “Should fit.”

I’d come to work in a blue pencil skirt and white blouse, as close to a uniform as I had with me.

“The bill’s inside.” Ellie flapped her hand toward the package.

I’d have to pay the retired nurse for it. I’d started with $300 in my account, and after paying my room and board, my current balance was $220. I hoped the uniform wasn’t pricey.

“Thank you.” I took the parcel and headed for the office Ellie indicated.

“Incoming is on your desk,” she called after me.

I nodded. *Incoming? Incoming mail?* I felt very professional with an office, a secretary, and incoming mail.

As soon as I was alone in my office, I opened the package and shook out the uniform, a blue and white seersucker shirtwaist dress. I changed quickly. It was a little loose in the waist, but came with a belt, and I buckled it tight. There was no mirror in the office, but I was sure it fit. I stood straighter and felt important. I ran my fingers over the badge on the sleeve: BC PHN. British Columbia, Public Health Nurse. I was official.

—from *Always Pack a Candle*
Home on the Strange
Chronicles of Motherhood, Mayhem, and Matters of the Heart
Susan Lundy

A funny, heart-warming ode to motherhood written by an award-winning journalist and humour columnist.

For Susan Lundy, motherhood began when she moved into her boyfriend’s Salt Spring Island home at the age of twenty-one. Her new living arrangement came with furniture, a pair of kids, and a biting gerbil named Quasimodo. Susan was a career-oriented budding journalist, eager to write her way to fame and fortune. Becoming a mom was not part of her plan—at least not yet. But after initially surveying her new domicile with quiet horror, she grew into her new role, discarding many of the lessons her own mother had given her about keeping house and inventing her own rules as she went along.

By the time her two daughters were born, Susan had already fallen deeply in love with motherhood. Moreover, she chronicled her family’s topsy-turvy Gulf Island life in a collection of popular newspaper and magazine columns. Home on the Strange follows Susan’s journey from pregnancy to parenthood, career milestones to birds-and-bees talks, separation to new love at mid-life, and cross-country road trips to empty nesting during a global pandemic. Charming, poignant, and frequently hilarious, this is the perfect book for mothers or moms-to-be at any stage of their journey.

Susan Lundy has been a writer since the age of six, when she re-invented the lemonade stand by selling handmade books at roadside booths. Today, she is a multiple-award-winning writer—including a two-time recipient of the prestigious Jack Webster Award of Distinction—with a thirty-five-year career in print journalism. She is well known throughout BC as the managing editor of Boulevard magazine and is also the author of the book Heritage Apples.
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Sometimes when my kids were preschoolers, I tossed aside the Lego, the 100-piece puzzles, the games of “let’s pretend I’m a cute fluffy kitty and you, Momma, are a ferocious, two-headed alien,” and found something really useful to play with my daughters, who were by then curly-headed blondes with willpower and endless energy. I created two games, one for periods of exhaustion, the other to coincide with rare bursts of energy.

“Let’s play naturopathic physician,” I’d suggest, giving a modern spin to the old favourite as I eyed the couch and pictured myself prone.

Then I’d plop down on its cushiony surface and attempt to doze off while the girls used a mixture of shamanism, medieval doctoring equipment and ancient crystal-stone-wood techniques to cure me of whatever ailment (usually death) had overtaken me on this day. They opened my mouth to check my heart. They placed a badminton racket on my face. They used lotion (after I removed the jar of vapour rub) to coat my feet.

Often they’d chant little healing verses while I slipped off into another world, only to emerge refreshed and to find my now-bored physicians happily arguing about whose turn it was to be the princess and who must be the dreaded prince.

However, as good as this game was in theory, it didn’t always weave its intended path; there were dangers, such as the “healing the hair” activity. In this process, a razor-edged club, disguised as a brush, was banged into the scalp and ripped down the length of the hair. From the carnage emerged several thoroughly knotted shapes called “braids” by the physicians-turned-hair-stylists.

—from *Home on the Strange*
Flourishing and Free
More Stories of Trailblazing Women of Vancouver Island
Haley Healey

An inspiring and eye-opening collection of true stories about fourteen women who blazed their own trails in life and contributed in a fundamental way to the history of Vancouver Island and the surrounding islands.

In this fascinating follow-up to On Their Own Terms, author Haley Healey chronicles the lives of a whole new crop of resilient, hard-working, rule-breaking, diverse women who lived on and around Vancouver Island. Flourishing and Free introduces readers to Sylvia Stark (1839–1944), who was born into slavery in Missouri and went on to become a homesteader on Salt Spring Island; Mary Ann Croft (1865–1935), the first female lighthouse keeper in all of Canada; Victoria Chung (1897–1966), the first Asian-Canadian person to earn a medical degree, who provided urgent care during the Second World War; Dr. Ellen White (1922–2018), a renowned Coast Salish educator, author, and storyteller; Isabel Kimoto (1921–), a cook, who was sent to a Japanese-Canadian internment camp in 1942 with her three-month-old baby; and many more. Uplifting, empowering, and entertaining, this concise collection of stories will appeal to anyone interested in learning more about the unsung heroines of the West Coast.

Haley Healey is a high school counsellor, registered clinical counsellor, and the bestselling author of On Their Own Terms: True Stories of Trailblazing Women of Vancouver Island. A self-proclaimed trailblazing woman herself, she has taught in isolated fly-in communities, guided whitewater canoe expeditions, and plays the violin. She has an avid interest in wild places and unconventional people. She has appeared on Into the Wild, an outdoor adventure radio show on CHLY, Nanaimo’s campus-community radio station.

Local Interest (BC) / Women
April 2021 • $9.95
9781772033533 • softcover
5.5” × 8.5”, 144 pages, b&w photographs throughout
Author’s home: Nanaimo, BC
Heritage House Publishing / Amazing Stories
RIGHTS HELD: World, all languages
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Ebook also available
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Birding for Kids
A Guide to Finding, Identifying, and Photographing Birds in Your Area

Damon Calderwood
Donald E. Waite

An interactive full-colour field guide that teaches kids the fun, safe, and educational way to observe birds in their natural habitat.

Join expert bird photographers Damon Calderwood and Donald E. Waite, and their young friends, as they highlight all the basics of birding. Birding for Kids is filled with full-colour photos, fascinating facts, and fun projects that allow children to get up close and personal with nature while respecting the habitats of birds in the wild. The book includes guidelines on how to look for or attract birds in backyards, city parks, and rural areas; how to take pictures of birds or record information about them in a log book; how to help endangered or at-risk species; what to do if you find a hurt bird or abandoned nest; and much more. This informative guide also includes a list of common and scientific species names, a glossary of birding terms, and all the basic equipment you need to become an avid or casual birder.

Damon Calderwood is an actor, teacher, and avid wildlife photographer. He is the author and photographer, with Donald E. Waite, of Baby Birds in the Wild and More Baby Birds in the Wild. To learn more, visit globalbirdphotos.com.

Donald E. Waite is a former RCMP officer, an established historian, and an accomplished bird photographer with over four decades’ experience. Waite opened a portrait studio in Maple Ridge, BC, in 1971 and sustained his passion for photography after retirement. He is the author of numerous books on birding and BC regional history.
HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Birding for Kids is all about the fascinating world of birds in the wild—where to find them, how to feed them, how to tell one bird species from the next, what to take with you when you’re birdwatching, how to take the best pictures, and how to help birds in need. Whether you live in the city or the country, on the coast or in the middle of the country, birds are all around you. You can hear them chirping, cawing, or quacking. You can see them perching on tree branches and power lines. If you’re really careful, you can observe just-hatched baby birds being fed by their parents. Or you can learn to feed certain birds yourself—either with a birdfeeder or from your hand! This book is your how-to guide to everything bird-related.

CHAPTER 1: Identifying Birds goes over the parts of a bird—from beak to tail feathers—and identifies key characteristics that will help you tell one bird species from the next. What’s the difference between raptors and waterfowl? How do hummingbirds seem to hover in midair? How can you tell the songs of different songbirds apart? Read this chapter to find out!

CHAPTER 2: Finding and Observing Birds tells you everything you need to know about where to find certain birds at different times of day and year. Do all birds fly south for the winter? Where do nocturnal birds go during the day? Where is the best place to find a robin’s nest? This chapter gives helpful tips on how to record information about the birds you see when you’re out and about so that you’ll know what to look for next time. Here you’ll also find a range map outlining habitats of many common birds found throughout North America.

CHAPTER 3: Feeding and Housing Birds goes beyond simply watching birds to interacting with them. Some birds are tame and like to be fed from your hand. But others can get nervous and attack if they think you are threatening them. How to tell the difference? Read this chapter to find out. And always bring a parent or guardian with you. This chapter also includes instruction on how to build birdfeeders, birdhouses, and bird baths to attract all sorts of feathered friends to your house!

CHAPTER 4: Photographing Birds is your crash course in bird photography. Don’t have a fancy camera? No
Lost on the Prairie
MaryLou Driedger

Set between Kansas and Saskatchewan in 1907, this middle-grade novel follows a young boy who gets separated from his family en route to Canada and must find his way alone across the immense prairie landscape.

Following the sudden death of his eldest brother, twelve-year-old Peter is chosen by his father to travel by train from Kansas to Saskatchewan to help set up the new family homestead. But when Peter’s boxcar becomes uncoupled from the rest of the train somewhere in South Dakota, he finds himself lost and alone on the vast prairie.

For a sheltered boy who has only read about adventures in books, Peter is both thrilled and terrified by the journey ahead. Along the way, he faces real dangers, from poisonous snakes to barn fires; meets people from all walks of life, including famous author Mark Twain; and grows more resourceful, courageous, and self-reliant as he makes his way across the Midwest to the Canadian border, eventually reaching his new home in Drake, Saskatchewan. The journey expands Peter’s view of the world and shows him that the bonds of family and community, regardless of background, are universal and filled with love. Packed with excitement and adventure, this coming-of-age novel features a strong and likeable young protagonist and paints a realistic portrait of prairie life in the early twentieth century.

MaryLou Driedger’s curiosity and love of learning have taken her to some fifty destinations across the globe. As an educator, she has taught in three different countries and is the recipient of a Manitoba Teacher of the Year award. As a writer, Driedger has been a columnist for Winnipeg Free Press and The Carillon, and her freelance work has been published in numerous periodicals, anthologies, travel guides, institutional histories, and curriculums. Driedger chronicles her adventures on her popular daily blog, maryloudriedger2.wordpress.com.
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Mr. Schmidt shakes my hand hard and sure just the way Papa did when I left Newton, like I’m a real man. Sometimes I think about what a little boy I was, the day I left home all excited but with no idea about what was to happen to me. But now I feel a heap more grown up.

After all, I’ve killed a copperhead and climbed down a roller coaster. I crawled back up after a terrible fall down a ravine and survived a near drowning. I rescued my friend from quick sand and saved a barn full of animals from a fire. What with all my adventures I’m becoming more and more brave and grown up like Harvey was at the end of Captains Courageous. Will Mama and Papa and my brothers even recognize me?

“It’s not a long trip Peter,” Mr. Schmidt says bringing my head back from its meanderings. “You should be in Minneapolis this afternoon. Greet your folks for me and tell them someday I just might come for a visit. Never been to Canada. Might be I want to see another country in this world before I die.”

Mr. Schmidt begins to slide the door in place. “Goodbye” I say trying to sound manly and sure of myself.

“*Gruss Gott Peter,*” I hear Mr. Schmidt say just before the door clangs shut. The familiar phrase almost brings a tear to my eye. I stand between Prince and Gypsy and put one hand on each horse. “We’re going home,” I say.

—from *Lost on the Prairie*
Little Wolf
Teoni Spathelfer
Illustrated by Natassia Davies

A young Indigenous girl moves to the big city and learns to stay connected to her culture and the land.

When Little Wolf moves to the big city with her mom and sister, she has difficulty adjusting to their new life. She misses living close to nature and seeing animals wherever she goes, and she misses fishing with her grandfather and seeing dolphins leaping beside their boat. Most of all, she misses feeling connected to her culture.

At school, Little Wolf has trouble fitting in. Although her class has kids from many different cultures, no one is Heiltsuk, like her. The other kids call her names and make her feel unwelcome. Her only defence is to howl like a wolf so they run away. But this only isolates her further.

Gradually, Little Wolf starts to see the beauty in her new surroundings. An otter swims beside her as she walks on the seawall. A chickadee chirps in a tree in the big park near her house. And her mother helps her stay connected to their culture by signing them up for beading and dance classes. Despite the difficult start, Little Wolf grows up proud of her background and ready to face the future.

Teoni Spathelfer is a hereditary member of the Heiltsuk Nation from coastal BC. Since childhood she has loved immersing herself in her own culture and learning about other cultures around the world. Spathelfer has worked as a publicist; a radio journalist, host, and producer; and an arts and music writer. Her documentary Teoni’s Dream, informed by her mother’s residential school experience, has aired nationwide on CBC Radio. She has three daughters and two grandchildren.

Natassia Davies is an artist and graphic designer of Coast Salish ancestry from WSÁNEĆ territory. For nearly a decade, Natassia has worked traditionally and digitally to create illustrations, develop visual brand identities, and design various other visual communications tools for local businesses, individuals, and non-profits. She also works with Indigenous groups to create educational tools and public art pieces. Natassia has collaborated on multiple large-scale Indigenous murals that can be found throughout Sooke and Victoria’s harbour.
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Explore the Eelgrass Meadow with Sam and Crystal
Gloria Snively
Illustrated by Karen Gillmore

This fascinating story teaches children about the many fish, crustaceans, marine mammals, and micro-organisms that live in and feed off the eelgrass meadows of the north Pacific coastal region.

Sam and Crystal’s coastal adventure continues as brother and sister dive deeper into the marine habitats of Eagle Cove, home of Aunt Kate and Uncle Charlie. In their third adventure, the kids learn about one of the most ecologically important ecosystems on the west coast: the eelgrass meadow. This rich habitat provides food and shelter to countless marine critters—from tiny micro-organisms to giant marine mammals. Ada, an Indigenous woman from nearby Salmon Bay Village, tells the children about her people’s knowledge of land and sea, complementing Aunt Kate’s Western scientific teachings and reinforcing the importance of respecting nature. Combining an entertaining story with gorgeous imagery and the author’s scientific background and extensive work with Indigenous Elders and educators, Explore the Emerald Eelgrass Meadow with Sam and Crystal brings the coastline to life for children ages eight and up.

Gloria Snively is a professor emeritus of science, environmental, and marine education in the Faculty of Education, University of Victoria; a former classroom teacher of primary and junior secondary grades; and a founding member of the Northwest Association of Marine Educators. In addition to the Sam and Crystal series, she is the author of the classic bestselling field guide Exploring the Seashore in British Columbia, Washington, and Oregon and (with Wanosta’a7 Lorna Williams) Knowing Home: Braiding Indigenous Science with Western Science.

Karen Gillmore has been an artist since she could hold crayons. In addition to being a children’s book illustrator—most notably of the Sam and Crystal series—she also writes and illustrates comics and graphic novels.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explore the Wild Coast with Sam and Crystal</td>
<td>978-1-77203-089-6</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explore the Rocky Shore with Sam and Crystal</td>
<td>978-1-77203-236-8</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Tide, Low Tide</td>
<td>978-1-77203-322-2</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Praise for Explore the Eelgrass Meadow with Sam and Crystal

“A special story that will whet young people’s curiosity about the very special ecosystem of native eelgrass in the Pacific Northwest.”

Nikki Wright, Executive Director, Seachange Marine Conservation Society

“Gloria Snively and Karen Gillmore do it again, bringing fascinating, detailed information about eelgrass meadows and the mysteries and value of our oceans to youth of all ages. Respect, equality, sustainable use, and conservation are all wrapped up in the words and pictures of the working west coast.”

Dr. Joachim Carolusfeld, World Fisheries Trust

“Dr. Snively captures the wonder and excitement of the rich eelgrass meadow and associated ocean ecosystems. Seen through the eyes of two delightful, curious children, the biological wonders of this habitat are interpreted by a marine biologist, a fisherman uncle, a First Nations Elder, and even a small, wise, and perceptive fish. Beautifully illustrated by artist Karen Gillmore, scientifically accurate, and fun to read, this story of the ocean coast and all its relationships will captivate children and adults alike.”

Dr. Nancy Turner, ethnobotanist

Praise for the Explore with Sam and Crystal series

“The mission of the naturalist writer and artist is to inform us, excite our imagination, and deepen our understanding and appreciation of nature. It is a call to be careful stewards of the land and sea. For many, it is a call to action. Snively and Gillmore do this in a strong complementary fashion, reminding us of our children, and of future generations to come.”

BCATA Journal for Art Teachers

“Recommended for school and public libraries regardless of their proximity to the west coast. Although works of fiction, the books contain a wealth of accessible facts.”

Resource Links

“A major theme that emerges is the need to respect and care for the ocean environment and to understand the harmony among its inhabitants. These appealing, fact-rich books go a long way to enhancing that understanding for young readers. Highly recommended.”

CM: Canadian Review of Materials
Park Bagger
Adventures in the Canadian National Parks

Marlis Butcher

An inspiring collection of personal adventures and stunning photographs sharing the profound beauty of Canada’s national parks.

Distributed across the second-largest country in the world, the Canadian national parks can be challenging to get to. Many of them are so remote that they have no road access or infrastructure of any kind, but they are not impossible to visit. Although much of the vast Canadian wilderness is fraught with challenging terrain, unpredictable weather, and sometimes threatening wildlife, there are also pleasant beaches, waterfalls, and places to just kick back and relax.

Explorer Marlis Butcher has “bagged” all of the Canadian national parks. In her quest to visit and get to know the parks, Marlis canoed, kayaked, mountain biked, backpacked, hiked, snowshoed, snorkelled, and trekked by whatever means of travel she could devise. During her park explorations she’s encountered grizzly and black bears, polar bears, wolves, and wolverines. She’s survived incredible storms, fell off mountainsides, and sinking boats. Marlis has investigated uncharted lands and travelled down quaint country roads. In Park Bagger, she shares her adventures, with the objective of encouraging others to explore the national parks and to protect Canada’s vast wilderness.

Marlis Butcher grew up in the suburbs of Montreal, but discovered a love for the outdoors early in life. Whether camping with the Girl Guides or volunteering to shovel snow, she strived to get outside. Her head for maths, however, led her into a career in Toronto’s major financial institutions. Marlis’s detailed travel journals and photography became the basis for several published magazine articles, and caught the attention of The Explorers Club and the Royal Canadian Geographical Society, in both of which she’s been honoured with membership. She lives in Burlington, Ontario.
Take Me Outside
Running Across the Canadian Landscape that Shapes Us

Colin Harris

One educator’s story detailing a cross-Canada run to inspire students and teachers to get outside and experience the benefits and beauty of nature.

You’d think starting a non-profit organization aimed at getting young people to spend less time in front of screens and more time outside would be difficult enough. But with a decrepit support vehicle housing two dogs that despised each other, a good friend who left after five months, a lot of peanut butter, and a hope to inspire thousands of students, Colin Harris decided to start this journey by running 7600 kilometres, the equivalent of 181 marathons, across Canada. And to ensure this was a truly Canadian venture, he started in the bleak and snowy month of January.

Take Me Outside is Colin’s story of spending nine months running from St. John’s, Newfoundland, to Victoria, British Columbia, visiting over 80 schools along the way to engage with 20,000 students about the importance of spending time outside learning, playing, and exploring in the Canadian landscape. With one of the biggest and best backyards in the world, people across Canada are spending the vast majority of their time inside. Yet, our identity as Canadians has always been rooted in our relationship with the outdoors. This wildly entertaining book not only recounts what it’s like to run across the world’s second-largest country but also implores readers of all ages to reignite their connection with the natural world.

Colin Harris is the founder and executive director of Take Me Outside. Colin has been immersed in the field of outdoor and environmental education for over 15 years. He has been the director of outdoor education at an Ontario-based centre, he has instructed canoe trips for Outward Bound Canada, and he has worked with Indigenous students in the Western Arctic Leadership Program in NWT. He has taught grades 7 and 8 and has completed a Master’s of Environmental Education and Communication through Royal Roads University. Colin lives in Banff, Alberta.
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The organization has grown by working collaboratively with other organizations, school boards and individuals to encourage children and youth to spend more time outside through various projects and initiatives. Since that inaugural day on the last day of my run, our cornerstone program Take Me Outside Day has seen more than a million students in Canada participate in heading outside to increase awareness about the importance of outdoor learning. Every fall, we hold a student video contest in partnership with Banff Mountain Book & Film Festival and MEC, asking students across the country to make short videos about why we have the best backyard in the world and why they like spending time in it. We facilitate a year-round outdoor learning challenge where teachers across the country have committed to taking their students outside once a week for the entire school year. We host a winter challenge, encouraging teachers across the country to take their students outside for learning in the heart of a Canadian winter too. We even sell t-shirts in MEC which promote Take Me Outside. We’ve recently expanded our board of directors and have found funding for a part-time staff member. While I haven’t felt a sense of arrival, I know I’m running in the right direction. I know this because Take Me Outside is committed to raising awareness and facilitating action on nature connection and outdoor learning in schools across Canada. We believe in a future where spending time outside playing, exploring and learning is a regular and significant part of every student’s day. Running a non-profit is tough: grants come and go, funding is volatile with changes in government, and appetites for projects and programs can shift quickly like a change in the wind, all while I continue to work my full-time municipal job. Throughout all of this, there is a belief that convictions matter. And I have learned that I’m not alone in my convictions. There are thousands of individuals and hundreds of organizations across this country who care deeply about getting young Canadians outside, getting them active and connecting them to the land. We’re all running together.”

—from *Take Me Outside*
The Ageless Athlete
Age is Just a Number
Martin Parnell and Malcolm Kent

Guinness World Record holder Martin Parnell shows how, at 62 years of age, he devoted himself to beating his personal running records set in his 40s and 50s, and to get into the best shape of his life.

In 2017 Martin Parnell tackled the Calgary 150 km Ultra Marathon. He didn’t finish. This was just one of a number of racing disappointments he had encountered in recent years and he found he was running slower and slower.

Parnell realized he had to do something drastic if he was to turn things around. To accomplish this Martin knew he would need the best shoes, best gear, best nutrition, and of course the best coach. Martin knew just the trainer: Malc Kent. Kent is a highly experienced coach and one of the leading experts in the world in remote and wearable gait analysis. He has coached athletes in more than 10 countries and performed more than 4,000 gait analyses on runners of all levels.

Martin and Malc show the importance of the runner / coach relationship in terms of the older athlete, while also resonating with anyone who wants to challenge themselves to improve their overall health or learn something new about running.

Martin Parnell started his “Quests for Kids” initiative in 2010 after a 25-year career in the mining industry. Over the next five years he completed 10 “Quests.” These included running 250 marathons in one year, setting five Guinness World Records, and summiting Mount Kilimanjaro in 21 hours. By the end of 2014, over $1.3-million had been raised for the humanitarian organization Right To Play, and 27,000 children had been given the gift of hope. Martin lives in Cochrane, Alberta.

Malcolm Kent is a professional applied scientist specializing in gait analysis and strength training for runners. He originally began running competitively as a teenager in the UK in both cross-country and orienteering at the National Championship level. Malcolm lives in Calgary, Alberta.
Martin thinks running can be enjoyable and fulfilling, even while it makes specific demands on the human frame that require us to be physically able to handle them. He provides a wealth of information in the form of tips and training sessions, recovery from injuries, and successful running plans. Whatever the type of race or distance you want to run, Martin has the intelligent information on what it will take for you to reach your goal. Only by properly taking care of one’s body through the adoption of proven training techniques and strategies can a runner begin to feel they are making positive progress.

In *The Ageless Athlete*, Martin trains with his world-renowned running coach and friend Malc Kent. Malc is an accomplished and dedicated runner himself, and working together, they can identify key moments when one should pour it on or cut back. If one seriously takes up this vital lifestyle of running, Martin and Malc prepare you for the many hours of investment of time. However, they remind us that the dividends more than make up for it. Everything in Martin and Malc’s latest book is practically based, on getting runners to manage their aspirations and empowering them to reach out to them. Enjoy this read!

—John Stanton, president and founder of the Running Room
Wild Roses Are Worth It
Reimagining the Alberta Advantage
Kevin Van Tighem

A timely collection of provocative, personal, and thoughtful essays for an Alberta in transition.

This selection of works by naturalist, hunter, conservation activist, and outdoors journalist Kevin Van Tighem will both inspire and provoke, because it offers an unflinching challenge to cherished myths and conventional wisdom in a troubled province beset with profound questions about its future. Even at their most provocative, however, these writings remind us of what is best about the Alberta spirit, and offer the possibility of a more sustaining relationship with our place and with one another.

The rich imagery in these writings is drawn from the author’s intimate relationship with the streams, forests, grasslands, and mountains of the Canadian West. There may be no sacred cows in Van Tighem’s prose, but even the most unblinkingly critical of his writings resonate with a love of place and an abiding respect for the people whose lives he shares. He reminds us that Alberta’s stories were always meant to be about much more than oil. At a time when social, economic, and environmental changes confront and confound what is still one of Canada’s greatest provinces, we need better ways of remembering our past, knowing our present, and imagining our future. That’s what this inspiring body of work offers — just in time for tomorrow.

Kevin Van Tighem, a former superintendent of Banff National Park, has written more than 200 articles, stories, and essays on conservation and wildlife which have garnered him many awards, including Western Magazine Awards, Outdoor Writers of Canada book and magazine awards, and the Journey Award for Fiction. He is the author of Bears Without Fear, The Homeward Wolf, Heart Waters: Sources of the Bow River, Our Place: Changing the Nature of Alberta, and Wild Roses Are Worth It: Alberta Reconsidered. He lives with his wife, Gail, in Canmore, Alberta.
This book is a collection of columns and articles originally published in that remarkable magazine. They were written to celebrate, to challenge and to reinterpret the province of my birth and what it means to be of this place. Most were written in the heady days of an oil boom that too many believed would last forever. They were meant to provide a counter-narrative to those who see this place simply as Oil-berta. But now, coming out of an oil crash and pandemic into the dust clouds of what will almost certainly be our own generation’s Dirty Thirties, perhaps they offer something more. Perhaps they can help to remind us of where we actually are and, through that, help us to imagine who we will choose to be next. This is an era of unavoidable and dramatic change; we shouldn’t waste time on what didn’t work or what can’t last. Our future won’t forgive us for that, any more than it will forgive us for ruining the place for lack of care and attention to its most lasting values.

—from *Wild Roses Are Worth It*
Aloft
Canadian Rockies Aerial Photography
Paul Zizka

An astounding, unique collection of some of the most stunning mountain landscapes in North America.

There is a reason why the Canadian Rockies are some of the most photographed mountains in the world. Rugged peaks encircle glacier-fed lakes, rise up like protective walls around tree-filled valleys, and offer a stunning backdrop to open alpine meadows. They have been photographed from the valley bottoms, from the shores of famous lakes, and from the summits of prominent peaks. They are accessible by vehicle, boat, gondola, skis, and hiking boots. But a lucky few have photographed the Rockies from the air.

In the most comprehensive collection of aerial photos to date, Aloft: Canadian Rockies Aerial Photography by Paul Zizka gives the reader a unique bird’s-eye view of this prized mountain range. From vast glaciers to winding rivers, animal overpasses to lakes that look like brilliant spills of turquoise paint on the landscape, these images provide a rare look at mountains that are as grandiose from the skies as they are from their better-known vantage points.

Paul Zizka is a professional mountain landscape and adventure photographer. His award-winning images have been featured in a wide variety of publications, including Maclean’s, National Geographic Traveller, National Geographic Adventure, Alpinist, Huffington Post, The Guardian, and Canadian Geographic. His client list includes leading national and global brands such as Apple, Dell, Arc’teryx, lululemon athletica, Panasonic, MEC, and Canon. Paul has published numerous books with RMB, including: Summits and Starlight: The Canadian Rockies; The Canadian Rockies: Rediscovered; Grandeur of the Canadian Rockies; Splendour of the Canadian Rockies; Beauty of the Canadian Rockies; and Souvenir of the Canadian Rockies. Passionate about teaching, Paul is the co-founder of OFFBEAT, a creative community for photographers which offers workshops in far-flung destinations around the globe. Originally from Quebec, Paul now lives in Banff, Alberta.
Cold Comfort
Surf Photography from Canada’s West Coast
Marcus Paladino

Marcus Paladino’s unique and stunning portfolio contains some of the photography world’s most compelling surfing images.

Surfing is why Marcus Paladino moved to Tofino. It’s an integral part of his lifestyle and contributes to his livelihood. Bumpy boat rides, long drives, getting skunked, scoring good waves, chattering teeth, numb feet, blacking out, drowning cameras, mental frustration, and chasing serotonin are all part of the game when surfing the cold waters off Canada’s west coast.

Dedicated to capturing high-performance surfing at its best and finding split-second action and beauty in lost moments of time combine to help craft a portfolio of energetic and meditative photography like few others. With a keen eye for the unique and the almost forgotten, Cold Comfort is an amazing collection of imagery that skilfully communicates the photographer’s deep love and respect for this western Canadian coastal landscape.

Marcus Paladino is a professional photographer specializing in cold-water surfing on the west coast of Canada. He grew up on Vancouver Island, where he went on to receive a diploma in photography in 2010. Shortly after, he moved to Tofino for a summer and hasn’t looked back. Marcus’s work has been featured in various publications around the world, including SURFER, Surfing Magazine, The Surfer’s Journal, Explore magazine, Tracks, and Carve. He has also worked with clients internationally, including Hurley, Monster Energy, Red Bull, Hydro Flask, Clif Bar & Company, Reef, Yeti, O’Neill, and Vans. His dedication to showcasing high-performance surfing that continues to be pushed north of the 49th parallel, along with his distinctively artistic approach, has made Marcus one of the most desired water photographers to work with in Canada.
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Northern Stone
50 of Canada’s Best Rock Climbs
Brandon Pullan and David Smart

A stunning, full-colour climbing guide that focuses on a curated selection of Canada’s best rock climbs.

With over 50 years of combined climbing experience between them, authors Brandon Pullan and David Smart have spent countless hours debating and reviewing Canadian climbs to settle on the routes chosen for this book. Divided into two sections — Western Canada (British Columbia, Alberta and Yukon) and Eastern Canada (Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Newfoundland–Labrador) — Northern Stone profiles an equal number of routes in each half of the country (something no climbing guide has ever done).

Along with maps and a healthy selection of photos showing the route, each climb includes information on local accommodation, food, climbing gyms, and alternative climbs, along with access notes, approach info, grade, length, and pitch-by-pitch descriptions.

Brandon Pullan was born and raised in Ontario and is a graduate of Lakehead University. He started writing for publications in the late ’90s and is now editor-in-chief of Gripped, Canada’s Climbing Magazine. Brandon lives in Canmore, Alberta.

David Smart has completed hundreds of new routes in eastern Canada and is the founder of Gripped, Canada’s Climbing Magazine, Canadian Running magazine, Canadian Cycling Magazine, and Triathlon Magazine Canada. He is the author of A Youth Wasted Climbing, short-listed by the Banff Mountain Film and Book Festival; Paul Preuss: Life and Death at the Birth of Free-Climbing, short-listed for awards by both the Banff Mountain Film and Book Festival and The Boardman Tasker Prize for Mountain Literature (UK); and Emilio Comici: Angel of the Dolomites. David lives in Toronto, Ontario.
Bikepacking in the Canadian Rockies
Ryan Correy

The first full-colour guidebook introducing backcountry cyclists to the exciting and increasingly popular world of bikepacking.

Before his untimely death from cancer in 2018, veteran rider and passionate cyclist Ryan Correy (two-time finisher of the Tour Divide, founder of Bikepack Canada and author of *A Purpose Ridden*) pedalled his way through the most popular national parks in the Canadian Rockies in order to complete his work on this unique guidebook. Featuring routes in Waterton, Kananaskis, Banff, Kootenay, Yoho, and Jasper, *Bikepacking in the Canadian Rockies* will take biking enthusiasts on Beginner, Intermediate, and Expert journeys in the following locations:

- Front Range – 496 km gravel grind down the Alberta foothills
- High Rockies – 183 km opening sampler for the Great Divide
- Beaverfoot – 389 km expedition along the Rocky Mountain Trench
- Devil’s Gap – 214 km backcountry passage into Banff National Park
- Highwood – 357 km over Highwood Pass into the Crowsnest region
- Castle – 266 km circumnavigation of Waterton and Castle parks
- Top of the World – 347 km of remote climbs in the East Kootenays
- Flathead Valley – 291 km in southeast British Columbia
- Three Point – 173 km hike-a-bike adventure around Kananaskis
- Icefields Parkway – 291 km fat-bike trek up to Jasper

The result of Correy’s remarkable dedication is an unparalleled collection of ten ambitious, multi-day routes complete with directional cues, detailed maps, a helpful Bikepacking 101 section, rich photography, and personal stories that will stoke the curiosity of all backcountry riders.

**Ryan Correy** was one of Canada’s most accomplished adventure cyclists. Ryan regularly spoke to professional groups about turning passion into purpose and was actively involved in various forms of charity work. He was also the founder of Bikepack Canada (bikepack.ca) and was a tireless promoter of cycling and outdoor adventure. Ryan died in April 2018 after a courageous battle with cancer.
Popular Day Hikes: The Castle and the Crowsnest
Andrew Nugara

Popular Day Hikes is a series of bestselling books written for visitors and locals looking to hike scenic trails from well-established staging areas.

Popular Day Hikes: The Castle and the Crowsnest covers 37 of the best trails north of southern Alberta’s Waterton National Park. Featuring easy short-day walks, more-strenuous full-day hikes, and the occasional easy scramble in Castle Provincial Park, Castle Wildland Provincial Park, and Crowsnest Pass, Andrew Nugara’s well-written and beautifully illustrated guidebook contains routes for everyone. Some of the trips included are:

- North Drywood Falls
- Prairie Bluff
- Table Mountain
- Southfork Lakes
- Gravenstafel Ridge
- Frank Slide Trail
- Star Creek Falls
- The Promised Land

Each hike includes:
- detailed directions
- colour maps and photographs
- seasonal information
- round-trip distances
- trail commentary
- difficulty ratings

Waterfall Hikes in Southern British Columbia

Steve Tersmette

The first in an all-new series of full-colour guidebooks featuring hikes and walks to some of the most beautiful waterfalls in western Canada.

Waterfall Hikes in Southern British Columbia is the comprehensive guide to discovering waterfalls in BC. It provides detailed access and hiking directions to more than a hundred cascading water features in the BC Rockies and Southern Interior mountain ranges, as well as the Okanagan. Highlighted by stunning photographic imagery, this is the ultimate companion for those looking to chase spectacular and serene waterfalls in Western Canada. Provincial and national parks covered include:

- Elk Lakes Provincial Park
- Yoho National Park
- Kokanee Glacier Provincial Park
- Syringa Provincial Park
- Glacier National Park

Written for families with young children, this book will also appeal strongly to outdoor enthusiasts, hikers, and walkers of all ages, along with photographers and artists seeking out the unique beauty of waterfalls.

Steve Tersmette was introduced to the mountains by his father at a young age and grew up hiking and backpacking in the Canadian Rockies. In 2006 he moved to Kimberley, where he continues to explore the mountains with his friends, wife, and two young children. In 2017, along with his best friend and climbing partner, he became the first to traverse the Purcell Mountains on foot in the summer by trekking from near Kimberley to Rogers Pass. Steve is also an avid climber and mountaineer and has established first ascents and new climbing routes in both the Purcells and the Rockies. He actively volunteers with the East Kootenay Climbing Association to advocate for, maintain, and develop outdoor climbing in Southeastern BC. Steve lives in Kimberley, British Columbia.
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**Time to Wonder – Volume 1**


*Suzanne Harper and Lesley Buxton*

A dynamic, exciting, and full-colour guidebook designed for kids and families looking for adventure throughout the interior of British Columbia.

Go on... be a time traveller, an anthropologist, an archeologist, an artist, or an explorer! Be everything at once! When you visit a museum, you enter an amazing world where you are limited only by your imagination. The books in the *Time to Wonder* series give adventurous families a backstage pass to explore behind the scenes in regional museums throughout British Columbia.

All will be revealed with the help of dozens of colour photographs, regional maps, lists of activities, historical information, and interviews with a team of amazing experts who specialize in a variety of regions throughout the interior of British Columbia. Whether families are experienced museumgoers or just curious about something new, this is a book they will read over and over.

*Suzanne Harper* is a retired secondary school teacher who has a BSc in psychology, an MA in English Language and Literature, and an MFA in Creative Nonfiction from the University of King's College in Halifax. She has published 10 educational textbooks for the Ontario secondary English curriculum and has written three titles targeting reluctant readers as part of *The Ten* series published by Scholastic. Her writing can also be found in a number of magazines, including *NUVO Magazine, Okanagan Life, Okanagan Arts, Kelowna's Daily Courier – Sunday Edition*, and *BC Food and Wine Trails*. Suzanne lives in Kelowna, British Columbia.


**MARKETING & PROMO:**
- Regional and subject-specific print features, excerpts, review coverage, broadcast and television interviews
- Outreach to subject-specific organizations, markets, and festivals
- Blogger outreach, online ads, and social media campaigns
- Outreach to travel and tourism organizations
- Excerpts available
- Electronic ARCs
- Electronic blads
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What’s going on?

If you ask the locals, the story goes that around 1910, a man named Soo Lee Ping Wong, arrived in the city of Vernon, British Columbia, from China. Mrs. Wong was a trusted RCMP officer who pick up pails of soy beans and egg from the restaurant and take them to the police station where they were made into tofu. In order to get the tofu to Vernon, she loaded it into the police car’s trunk and took it with him on his way to Vernon.

Your Turn:
- What are the plusses and minuses of eating tofu? What are the health benefits?

Would you believe…

Would you believe…

Today, many vegetarians eat tofu instead of meat, but it wasn’t as popular in the 1960s. Chinese restaurants were Mrs. Wong’s biggest customers. The first step in making tofu was to grind the soaked soya beans with the millstone. Even though the millstone was made of stone, it was still used in the 1960s. Mrs. Wong’s millstone is a symbol of the importance of the Chinese culture.

The millstone is a special tool that is used to grind soybeans. It is made of stone and is still used today. Mrs. Wong used the millstone to grind the soya beans to make tofu. She used the millstone to make tofu every day. She used the millstone to make tofu for her family and friends.

Your Turn:
- How are they different? Why has there been a change in the way tofu is made?

What are the plusses and minuses of eating tofu? What are the health benefits?

Would you believe…

Would you believe…

What is the millstone?

The millstone is a special tool that is used to grind soybeans. It is made of stone and is still used today. Mrs. Wong used the millstone to grind the soya beans to make tofu. She used the millstone to make tofu every day. She used the millstone to make tofu for her family and friends.

Your Turn:
- How are they different? Why has there been a change in the way tofu is made?

What are the plusses and minuses of eating tofu? What are the health benefits?

Would you believe…

Would you believe…

The millstone is a special tool that is used to grind soybeans. It is made of stone and is still used today. Mrs. Wong used the millstone to grind the soya beans to make tofu. She used the millstone to make tofu every day. She used the millstone to make tofu for her family and friends.

Your Turn:
- How are they different? Why has there been a change in the way tofu is made?

What are the plusses and minuses of eating tofu? What are the health benefits?
The Wonders That I Find
Written by Meghan J. Ward
Illustrated by Taylor Odynski

Vibrant, whimsical illustrations accompany this thoughtful poem, which will quickly become a favourite for both parents and children to read together.

It’s a beautiful summer day and Geneva’s parents have something special in mind: a hike to a scenic viewpoint in the mountains. So, they load up their car and drive to their chosen trail – a steep but rewarding hike called “Climb into the Sky.” With her teddy in tow, Geneva tries to keep up with her parents, who are eager to show her the view up high. A bird’s-eye view is what they promise, one that shows a winding river and trees down low, and rows of peaks that stretch into the distance. But as she walks, she’s distracted by the wonders of nature that catch her eye and beckon her to take a closer look.

_The Wonders That I Find_ taps into a child’s curiosity about the world – something we all possess but often neglect as we grow older. The book asks us to slow down as we join Geneva on the trail, to appreciate the smaller things and savour the journey as much as the destination.

Meghan J. Ward is an outdoor, travel, and adventure writer. She is also the co-founder and editor-in-chief at Crowfoot Media, a mountain culture publishing house and the creative force behind the _Canadian Rockies Annual_. An avid adventurer with a voracious appetite to understand her surroundings, Meghan has established herself over the past decade as a mountain historian and an authoritative voice in the Rockies outdoor and travel scene. She lives in Banff, Alberta, with her husband, Paul Zizka, and their two daughters.

Taylor “Tay” Odynski is a full-time freelance artist and illustrator. A graduate of the Bachelor of Design program at Alberta College of Art and Design (now Alberta University of the Arts), Tay works in styles that are both distinct and diverse. In addition to her commissioned paintings, sought after by collectors around the world, Tay has provided artwork for multiple album covers of Canadian recording artists; window painting for special events; and a full mural in the Calgary Children’s Cottage. She lives in Calgary, Alberta.
Instead of playing in the yard or riding on her bike, Geneva packed a bag and joined her parents for a hike. It was the perfect summer day, the skies were blue and bright—the kind of day you spend outside from morning until night.

Backpacks on and boots laced up, the adventure was underway. A gentle breeze picked up the leaves and pines began to sway.

“This view is worth the hike,” she said. “The journey is worth it, too!”

I saw the tiny ants below, stretching t’wards the light. Ferns were basking in the sun and the river winding through the evergreens. From miles away I saw the cliffs that rose with all their might.
Prairie ABCs
Jocey Asnong

Bright illustrations and whimsical text bring the Canadian Prairies to life for early readers.

Author and illustrator Jocey Asnong continues her journey across Canada in this early concept board book that showcases the diversity, habitats, native animals, and outdoor activities enjoyed across the prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. Children will learn the alphabet and letter recognition as Asnong’s illustrations take us on a tractor ride through our fields, follow bison as they roam through birch trees, and look for antlers in alfalfa fields. From the shores of Lake Winnipeg, through the back roads of rural Saskatchewan, to the foothills of Alberta, Asnong’s bright and colourful illustrations celebrate the heart of Canada and prairie life.

Jocey Asnong was raised by a pack of wild pencil crayons in a house made out of paper and stories. After finishing several years of illustration school at Sheridan College, she left the land of maple trees in Ontario and moved to the mountains of Alberta so she could wear mittens most of the year. When she is not chasing her cats around her art cave, she might be caught in a blizzard near Mount Everest, or running away from wild dogs in Mongolia, or peeking out castle windows in Scotland, or sleeping under the stars in Bolivia. Jocey’s books for children include Nuptse and Lhotse in Nepal (winner of a Purple Dragonfly Award), Nuptse and Lhotse Go to the Rockies, Nuptse and Lhotse Go to Iceland, Nuptse and Lhotse Go to the West Coast, Nuptse and Lhotse in the Land of the Midnight Sun, Rocky Mountain ABCs, Rocky Mountain 123s, West Coast ABCs, West Coast 123s, Prairie ABCs, and Explore Canada. Jocey lives in Canmore, Alberta.
Good Morning, Takaya
Cheryl Alexander and Alex Van Tol

The remarkable story of Vancouver Island’s lone wolf, Takaya, is told in this charming, lyrical picture book for infants.

Takaya, the lone wolf, wakes up on a quiet bluff and sets out to discover the calm, gentle beauty of his coastal home. Encountering a variety of colours and other wildlife, and witnessing the beauty of the natural world, Takaya spends his day wandering, hunting, eating, howling, resting, and sleeping.

This charming book, available as both a board book (ages 0–5) and a picture book (ages 4–8), features poetic text and stunning photos that illustrate the natural splendour of Takaya’s island refuge.

Cheryl Alexander is a conservation photographer working worldwide to ensure protection of wilderness and wildlife. Through visual documentation and storytelling, she hopes to inspire passion and action that will protect the imperilled wild in our world for future generations. She has been studying and documenting Takaya’s life on both Discovery and Chatham islands for years. Cheryl’s film about this remarkable animal, Takaya: Lone Wolf, has been broadcast on CBC and the BBC to great acclaim and will be touring various film festivals throughout 2020 and 2021. Cheryl’s other books about Takaya published by RMB include Takaya: Lone Wolf; Good Morning, Takaya; and Takaya’s Journey. Follow Cheryl on Instagram @takayalonewolf and @cherwildawake or visit her website at wildawake.com. Cheryl lives in Victoria, BC.

Alex Van Tol has written numerous fiction and non-fiction books for young readers with Orca Book Publishers, the Royal BC Museum and Crabtree Publishing. A former middle-school teacher, Alex facilitates workshops in mental health and mindfulness, advises organizations on culture and team cohesion, and coaches private clients in neuroplasticity. You can find out more about her at alexvantol.com. Alex lives in Victoria, BC, with her two sons.
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Takaya’s Journey
Cheryl Alexander and Alex Van Tol

Takaya’s Journey introduces young children to Takaya, the lone wolf.

Using beautiful photography and charming, accessible text, Cheryl Alexander and Alex Van Tol take elementary school readers into Takaya’s world. Along the way many questions are answered:

- Who is Takaya?
- Where did Takaya come from?
- What does Takaya need?
- What is Takaya’s home like?
- What does Takaya eat?
- Who keeps Takaya company?
- What will Takaya do?

Entertaining and informative, Takaya’s Journey is written for pleasure, but also aligns with basic school curriculum needs in terms of dealing with natural history and human encounters with wildlife in urban settings.

Cheryl Alexander is a conservation photographer working worldwide to ensure protection of wilderness and wildlife. Through visual documentation and storytelling, she hopes to inspire passion and action that will protect the imperilled wild in our world for future generations. She has been studying and documenting Takaya’s life on both Discovery and Chatham islands for years. Cheryl’s film about this remarkable animal, Takaya: Lone Wolf, has been broadcast on CBC and the BBC to great acclaim and will be touring various film festivals throughout 2020 and 2021. Cheryl’s other books about Takaya published by RMB include Takaya: Lone Wolf; Good Morning, Takaya; and Takaya’s Journey. Follow Cheryl on Instagram @takayalonewolf and @cherwildawake or visit her website at wildawake.com. Cheryl lives in Victoria, BC.

Alex Van Tol has written numerous fiction and non-fiction books for young readers with Orca Book Publishers, the Royal BC Museum and Crabtree Publishing. A former middle-school teacher, Alex facilitates workshops in mental health and mindfulness, advises organizations on culture and team cohesion, and coaches private clients in neuroplasticity. You can find out more about her at alexvantol.com. Alex lives in Victoria, BC, with her two sons.
The Prairie Gardener’s Go-To for Seeds
Janet Melrose, Sheryl Normandeau

The third installation of the new gardening series Guides for the Prairie Gardener is all about seeds, from saving and starting to transplants and even winter sowing.

Certified master gardeners Sheryl and Janet offer you all the tools you need to start seeds, ensuring they thrive and grow into beautiful mature plants. They answer your questions on things like

- how to determine the viability of seeds
- the difference between an heirloom, heritage, and hybrid seed
- the best containers and planting media to use
- troubleshooting common problems such as damping off and overwatering
- when and how to use grow lights.

They also give you the information you need to direct sow straight into the garden, and on winter sowing. Then they delve deeply into how you can collect and save seed so that you can continue the cycle for future growing seasons.

The book is complete with detailed charts to give you specific information about seed starting on the prairies, with several plant lists to help you decide what selections work best in a variety of situations and conditions.

Janet Melrose is a garden educator and consultant, and an advocate for Calgary’s Sustainable Local Food System. She is a life-long gardener and holds a Prairie Horticulture Certificate and Home Farm Horticultural Therapy Certificate. She is a regular contributor to The Gardener for Canadian Climates magazine. She lives in Calgary where she runs her education and consulting company, Calgary’s Cottage Gardener.

Sheryl Normandeau is a life-long gardener, and holds a Prairie Horticulture Certificate and a Sustainable Urban Agriculture Certificate. She is a freelance writer specializing in gardening writing with hundreds of articles published. She is a regular contributor to The Gardener for Canadian Climates, The Prairie Garden Annual, Herb Quarterly, Mother Earth Gardener, and many more. She lives in Calgary.
The Prairie Gardener’s Go-To for Small Spaces
Janet Melrose, Sheryl Normandeau

The fourth installation of the new gardening series Guides for the Prairie Gardener will teach you how to maximize your small-space garden in the prairies.

Not everyone in the prairies has a big, wide-open space in which to garden, but with a little extra know-how and some specialized techniques, you can maximize your success in the space you have.

Lifelong gardeners Sheryl and Janet are here with answers to all of your big questions about small-space gardening including

- Which types of growing media to use in containers or raised beds
- How to properly fertilize and water your container plants
- How to get started in square foot gardening
- How to reap the rewards of succession planting and catch-cropping
- How to build raised beds, wicking beds, and sub-irrigation planters
- Which veggies and vines to grow vertically, as well as small tree options for your tiny yard.

Small-space gardeners are a different breed and what they create can be magic!

Janet Melrose is a garden educator and consultant, and an advocate for Calgary’s Sustainable Local Food System. She is a life-long gardener and holds a Prairie Horticulture Certificate and Home Farm Horticultural Therapy Certificate. She is a regular contributor to The Gardener for Canadian Climates magazine. She lives in Calgary where she runs her education and consulting company, Calgary’s Cottage Gardener.

Sheryl Normandeau is a life-long gardener, and holds a Prairie Horticulture Certificate and a Sustainable Urban Agriculture Certificate. She is a freelance writer specializing in gardening writing with hundreds of articles published. She is a regular contributor to The Gardener for Canadian Climates, The Prairie Garden Annual, Herb Quarterly, Mother Earth Gardener, and many more. She lives in Calgary.
The Distilleries of Vancouver Island
A Guided Tour of West Coast Craft and Artisan Spirits
Marianne Scott

A guided tour that highlights the recent evolution of the 21 craft and artisan distilleries that have sprung up on Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands.

In the past five years the number of craft and artisan distilleries on Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands has more than doubled. A change in the provincial liquor laws in 2013 made small-batch distilling a viable business and with this alternative to high-volume, mass-market liquor comes a focus on local ingredients and distinctive flavours.

From relative veterans like Merridale and Sheringham, to the newest stills on the block, you’ll meet a group of entrepreneurs unbound by traditional liquor-making rules who are creating vodkas, gins, whiskeys, and liqueurs with their own unique characteristics, using a wide range of grains, fruit, botanicals, peat smoke, seaweed, and spices. Craft-spirits enthusiast Marianne Scott introduces readers to the methods distillers use to develop their spirits, how they learned their craft, the products they make, and the recognition they’ve garnered.

With an introduction on the history of spirit making and the process of distilling, a glossary of common distilling terms, cocktail recipes inspired by each distillery’s products, and a map to help you organize your ideal tasting tour, The Distilleries of Vancouver Island has everything you need to jump into the region’s burgeoning craft-spirits scene.

Marianne Scott is a writer, sailor, and spirits enthusiast. She has been a freelance journalist for more than thirty years, is a columnist for Pacific Yachting and the author of Naturally Salty—Coastal Characters of the Pacific Northwest. She lives in Victoria, BC, with her husband, David. Visit her at Saltytales.com.
Bottom two photos courtesy Stillhead
Craigdarroch Castle in 21 Treasures
Moira Dann

Told in 21 objects—including furnishings, artwork, and tools—this approachable museum guide takes readers into the family history, local lore, and oddities of one of Victoria’s most famous landmarks.

Craigdarroch Castle, built by coal baron Robert Dunsmuir for his wife, Joan, and their family, was completed in 1890. Following Joan’s death, the castle was put up for sale in 1908, and later housed a military hospital and the nascent University of Victoria.

Since 1979 the castle has operated as a museum and is one of the top tourist attractions in the city, a prime example of a “bonanza castle” and a rich repository of Victorian-era furnishings and décor, as well as objects evoking the hospital and college eras. Author Moira Dann offers the reader 21 selections from the castle’s collection, using each artifact as a portal into the history of the building and life in Victorian and more recent times.

The Black Forest clock, acquired by Joan on a trip to Europe; the telescope used by the eldest Dunsmuir son, James, aboard his yacht the Dolaura; the castle’s famous stained-glass windows; a nineteenth-century intercom system known as a speaking tube—these and 17 more are described with detail and enthusiasm, and accompanied by photographs. Dann provides careful research into each object’s provenance and manufacture, while inviting readers to join her imaginative journeys into the lives of the castle’s occupants through the years.

Moira Dann is a writer, editor, speaker, and current president of the Craigdarroch Castle Museum Society board. She has a Master of Fine Arts in creative non-fiction from the University of King’s College and is a former editor of the Globe & Mail’s Facts and Arguments page and former journalist with the CBC. She is a communications manager at the James Bay Community Project and is the author of The Mothers of Confederation. She lives with her husband, Sam Bufalini, in Victoria, BC.
Victoria Unbuttoned
A Red-Light History of BC’s Capital City
Linda J. Eversole

A nuanced history of prostitution in Victoria told through newly uncovered stories of women who lived it.

From the establishment of Fort Victoria, BC’s capital city has had a long history of prostitution. But little has been written on the lives of the women themselves—some of the most enterprising in Victoria’s past. Instead, these women’s stories have been relegated to judgmental newspaper headlines. Now historian Linda J. Eversole takes a deeper look at their lives, from the mid-nineteenth century to the First World War and the Moral Reform movement.

Story by story, from the fur trade, through confederation, waves of immigration, and attempts at reform and legislation, Eversole uncovers the histories of the women who made a living, and in some cases a fortune, from the world’s oldest profession.

With accompanying maps and historical photos, new research, and the support of the descendants of some of her subjects, Eversole presents a nuanced, human series of portraits that enhances our understanding of this important strand of the city’s history.

Linda J. Eversole is a writer and historian with a long career in research, heritage preservation, and museums. Stella: Unrepentant Madam, her biography of Victoria bordello owner Stella Carroll, was published in 2005. She lives in Victoria, BC.

OF RELATED INTEREST

Stella
9781894898317, $19.95

Gold Rush Queen
9781771511599, $18.95

Boom and Bust
9781771512985, $26
Photo credits, clockwise from top left: Image C4 - I16. Vancouver Police Museum & Archives; C4 - I16. Vancouver Police Museum & Archives; Gray Family Collection; C4 - I16. Vancouver Police Museum & Archives; Paynter Family Collection; C4 - I16. Vancouver Police Museum & Archives; Carroll Family Collection.
A Lethal Lesson
A Lane Winslow Mystery (№ 8)
Iona Whishaw

Lane Winslow trades crime solving for substitute teaching in the eighth installment of this mystery series that Kirkus Reviews calls “riveting”.

Back home in the Kootenays after her Arizona honeymoon, Lane offers her assistance when neither the outgoing teacher, Rose, nor her replacement, Wendy, show up at the local schoolhouse one blizzardy Monday in December. When she finds the teachers’ cottage ransacked with Rose unconscious and bleeding, and Wendy missing, Lane delivers Rose to the hospital in Nelson and turns the case over to her exasperated husband, Inspector Darling, and his capable colleagues, Sergeant Ames and Constable Terrell.

Lane enlists as substitute teacher for the final two weeks before the Christmas holidays, during which time she discovers a threatening note in the teachers’ desk and a revolver in the supply cupboard. But these clues only convolute the case further. Who has been tormenting these women, and where has Wendy gone?

Meanwhile, Darling finds the body of a hit-and-run victim in a snowbank miles outside of Nelson, the residents of King’s Cove are preoccupied by the possibility of a new neighbour, and Sergeant Ames is as confused as ever by the inimitable Tina Van Eyck.

Iona Whishaw is a former educator and social worker whose mother and grandfather were both spies during their respective wars. She lives in Vancouver, British Columbia, with her husband. Visit her at ionawhishaw.com.
DISCOVER THE LANE WINSLOW MYSTERIES

“The ‘find of the year’ . . . with the feel of Louise Penny’s Three Pines, the independence and quick wit of Kerry Greenwood’s Phryne Fisher and the intelligence of Jacqueline Winspear’s Maisie Dobbs; this mystery series has it all!”

—MURDER BY THE BOOK, HOUSTON, TEXAS
The Pocket Guide to The Unheralded Artists of BC Series


Introduction by Marsha Lederman
Edited by Mona Fertig

A valuable art history guide to the in-depth Unheralded Artists of BC series.

This small attractive full-colour book, will gather thirteen forgotten and accomplished artists from the acclaimed Unheralded Artists of BC series (ten books), in one place, for the first time. A summary of each artist’s life and art from the early 1900’s to the 1980s, will inspire art and history lovers to investigate the in-depth series more fully. In British Columbia between 1900 and the 1960s over 16,000 artists worked and lived. It was the height of an immense creative surge in the province. Beyond the handful of names of successful artists there is little documented evidence of the other artists of those times. Art was made invisible by socioeconomic or political forces and also by a lack of public galleries. “Those artists that worked the system got recognition and those that didn’t, disappeared from view.”—Former curator at the Vancouver Art Gallery

Marsha Lederman is the Western Arts Correspondent for The Globe and Mail. Before joining The Globe in 2007, Marsha worked for CBC Radio, mostly in Toronto, where she held a variety of positions, including National Arts Reporter. Prior to that, Marsha worked for many years in private radio as a reporter, news anchor and talk show host. Marsha was born and raised in Toronto and has lived in Vancouver since 2007.

Mona Fertig’s father, George Fertig (1915-1983), was one of the unheralded artists of BC and she grew up acutely aware of the politics of art. The Life and Art of George Fertig took her 14 years to research and write. Fertig was made a Vancouver Literary Landmark in 2017. There was a retrospective of George Fertig’s work at the Burnaby Art Gallery in 2010.
Black Bears in the Carrot Field
Linda K. Thompson

Finally, a Canadian poet that writes characters better than a novelist. Bold, humourous, and with the twang of a hurting song.

Linda K. Thompson’s debut book of poetry, is loaded with personalities from small towns and long ago days. Growing up in the isolated Pemberton Valley in BC her characters are full of imperfection and humour. Verna, who sneaks back from the dead, Gloria, who whacks down walls, Kirk, who buys a house on Visa, and old Pete, who never loved the moon. Thompson deftly combines the twang of a hurting song with something dark, lyrical and very witty. Peppered with farm life, cows, horses and old cars, the reader enters each poem and doesn’t want to leave. There’s Eddie who rolled his skidder in ’68. Dominion Day on the verandah. Juicy Fruit and Sen Sens. Dreaming about black bears in the carrot field. Ethyl Peach hammering out tunes on a mildewed piano. And then there is Jesus, come to town, driving a Chevy Chevelle or was it a Dodge Dart, mid-blue, hardtop with a 273, spotted later at the Stawamus Chief looking way up. Finally, a Canadian poet that writes characters better than a novelist.

Linda K. Thompson was raised on a farm in the Coast Mountains and has lived for many years on Vancouver Island. Her work has been published across Canada and in the U.S. and Great Britain. She has won several awards for her writing and been shortlisted at the Malahat Review and the Troubadour International Poetry Prize contest. Linda has a chapbook Four Small People in Sturdy Shoes and her work most recently appeared in Prairie Fire and Release Any Words Stuck Inside of You: Canadian Flash Fiction and Prose Poetry. Black Bears in the Carrot Field is her first full-length book of poetry. She lives in Port Alberni.
I will be more myself in the next world

Matsuki Masutani

Minimalist poems with perceptive wit, refreshing work from a new BC poet.

In Masutani’s debut book of poetry, his clear minimalist poems embrace with gentle and perceptive wit; aging, family, dreams, his Japanese roots, self-acceptance and island life. Some poems rise tall like sunflowers in an understated garden, untangled and reflective, addressing marriage, Parkinson’s, Chemo and impermanence. You will know exactly where you are when you read “I will be more myself in the next world.” Refreshing work from a new BC poet. Includes translations of many of the poems into Japanese.

Matsuki Masutani is a poet and translator living on Denman Island. He moved from Tokyo to Vancouver in 1976. Ten years later he moved to Denman Island, where he eventually began writing poems in English and Japanese. He has translated Canadian works such as Roy Kiyooka’s MotherTalk, Hiromi Goto’s Chorus of Mushrooms, and from Japanese into English, Kishizo Kimura’s memoir, Witness to Loss, published by McGill-Queen’s University Press in 2017. His poems have appeared in Geist magazine, Capilano Review and in the anthology Love of the Salish Sea Islands.

Poetry / Human Interest
June 2021 • $19.95
9781896949871 • softcover
6” x 8”; 100 pages,
Author’s home: Denman Island, BC
Mother Tongue Publishing
RIGHTS HELD: World, English
AVAILABLE VIA UTP: No
Ebook not available

MARKETING & PROMO:
• Regional and subject-specific print features, excerpts, review coverage, broadcast and television interviews
• Blogger outreach, online ads and social media campaigns
• Outreach to subject-specific organizations, markets and festivals
• Electronic ARCs
• Zoom events
Lakes of Victoria, BC
Hike • Walk • Swim • Fish • Paddle • Nature • History
Adam Ungstad

Swim, picnic with the family, catch rainbow trout, explore new trails, and discover the nature and local history of Victoria’s freshwater lakes. Packed with trail maps, photographs, lists, and more.

People who love the outdoors, nature, and local history will love this unique guidebook to Victoria’s freshwater lakes.

- Hike & walk: lakeside strolls, single-track trails, views
- Swim: beaches, docks, sunshine
- Fish: species, stocking, piers
- Paddle: boat launches, islands, shorelines
- Discover: wildlife, watersheds, natural features
- Unearth: place names, stories of days past

Full of maps, access information, reference tables, top ten lists, trivia, and colourful photographs of lakes, and the plants and animals that call them home.

Everyone will discover something new about the freshwater lakes that bring Victoria, BC to life.

Adam Ungstad is a Canadian writer and naturalist with two passions: lakes, and good writing. He is legally blind, and has been exploring and learning about Vancouver Island’s lakes, nature, and local history for over 15 years. He currently lives in Switzerland, and has previously worked with the World Health Organization as an Editor.
The 150th anniversary of Emily Carr’s birth is an ideal opportunity to highlight the wit and wisdom of this beloved artist and author who continues to inspire generation after generation as a relevant role model for our times.

Emily Carr described herself as “a duplex person ‘Artist & writer.’” While the artist was obvious from her early years, Carr didn’t officially become a writer until late middle-age. So her writing reflects insights gained from decades of searching and striving—enjoying advantage; battling adversity; coping with relationships; facing despair; finding meaning; and never, ever giving up.

This carefully curated collection distills those insights: Carr’s thoughts, observations, and advice. The book ranges across the spectrum of her experience—art, writing, nature, learning, inspiration, spirituality, and life—to offer meaningful guidance for modern readers.

The appealing layout highlights quotations alongside Laurie Carter’s notes on source and context. A succinct biography provides additional background for those who like to delve a little deeper. *Timeless Emily Carr: Quotations for Life* is for recent graduates, working women, mothers of all ages, creative people, and everyone seeking meaning and inspiration.

*Laurie Carter* is an author, editor, journalist, and speaker whose favourite topic is anything to do with Emily Carr. Her many years of research into the life and work of this unique individual have solidified her belief that Carr has much to offer, especially to women, in these uncertain times. Carter’s books include her popular trilogy, *Emily Carr’s B.C. – Vancouver Island; Northern B.C. & Haida Gwaii;* and *South Coast to the Interior.*
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Selected Highlights

**Pioneer Churches of Vancouver Island**
Liz Bryan
9781772033052, $24.95 pb

**Heard Amid the Guns**
Jacqueline Larson Carmichael
9781772033773, $26.95 pb

**Railway Nation**
David Laurence Jones
9781772033496, $34.95 pb

**Survival Guide to British Columbia**
Ian Ferguson
9781772032840, $19.95 pb

**The Codfish Dream**
David Gbliin
9781772032420, $19.95 pb

**Complicated Simplicity**
Joy Davis
9781772032703, $22.95 pb

**Sylvia Grace Borda**
Sylvia Grace Borda, Jordan Strom
9781772033281, $39.95 pb

**Out of the Woods**
Pirjo Raita
9781772032604, $34.95 pb

**Sonny Assu: A Selective History**
Sonny Assu
9781772033706, $34.95 pb

**The Spitfire Luck of Skeets Ogilvie**
Keith C. Ogilvie
9781772032116, $22.95 pb

**Four Who Dared**
Kenneth B. Cottrell
9781772032940, $22.95 pb

**From Rinks to Regiments**
Alan Livingstone MacLeod
9781772032880, $19.95 pb

**Driving to Treblinka**
Diana Wichtel
9781772032994, $22.95 pb

**Treasures of Winnipeg’s Historic Exchange**
George J. Mitchell
9781772033076, $49.95 hc

**The Bulldog and the Helix**
Shayne Morrow
9781772032505, $22.95 pb
Campfire Stories from Coast to Coast
Barbara Smith
9781772033113, 19.95 pb

Ghostly Campfire Stories of Western Canada
Barbara Smith
9781772031126, 12.95 pb

Campfire Stories of Western Canada
Barbara Smith
9781772031126, 12.95 pb

Camping BC, Rockies, and Yukon
Jayne Seagrave
9781772031911, 22.95 pb

Blisters and Bliss, 9th ed.
David Foster, Wayne Aitken
9781772032611, $12.95 pb

Haida Gwaii 5th ed.
Dennis Horwood
9781772032451, 24.95 pb

Totem Poles
Pat Kramer
9781894974448, $19.95 pb

Haida Gwaii 5th ed.
Dennis Horwood
9781772032451, 24.95 pb

To the Lighthouse
Peter Johnson, John Walls
9781772030484, $19.95 pb

How to Catch Crabs
Charlie White
9781926613642, $11.95 pb

Living Off the Sea
Charlie White
9781894384964, $10.95 pb

Birds of Southwestern British Columbia
Richard Cannings
9781894974592, $19.95 pb

Birds of Interior BC and the Rockies
Richard Cannings
9781894974592, $19.95 pb

Lost Bonanzas of Western Canada Vol. 1
Garnet Basque
9781895811407, $18.95 pb

Lost Bonanzas of Western Canada Vol. 2
Garnet Basque
9781895811665, $16.95 pb

Gold Panner’s Manual
Garnet Basque
9781927051375, $14.95 pb

Gold Panning in British Columbia
Jim Lewis, Susan Campany
9781927527122, $14.95 pb
River of Dreams
Liz Bryan
9781772032413, $19.95 pb

Stone by Stone, Expanded Ed.
Liz Bryan
9781772030495, $19.95 pb

Broken Circle
Theodore Fontaine
9781926683666, $19.95 pb

Medicine Unbundled
Gary Geddes
9781772031645, $22.95 pb

Edward S. Curtis: Above the Medicine Line
Rodger D. Touchie
9781894974868, $19.95

Ghost Towns and Drowned Towns
Elsie Turnbull
9781894384261, $11.95 pb

Barkerville and the Cariboo Goldfields
Richard Thomas Wright
9781927527081, $19.95 pb

The Death of Albert Johnson
F. W. Anderson, Art Downs
9781894384032, $9.95 pb

Ranching Under the Arch
D. Larraine Andrews
9781772032727, $20.95 pb

Frontier Cowboys and the Great Divide
Ken Mather
9781894384596, $19.95 pb

Cattle Kingdom
Edward Braden
9781894384572, $19.95 pb

Classic Images of Canadian First Nations
Edward Cavell
9781894974646, $12.95 pb

The Great Blackfoot Treaties
Hugh Dempsey
9781772030785, $22.95 pb

Napi the Trickster
Hugh Dempsey
9781772032178, $19.95 pb

Spirit of the Wild
Dawn Sprung, Erica Neumann
9781772031577, $16.95 pb

Rocky Mountain Madness
Edward Cavell
9781894974653, $16.95 pb
Selected Highlights

- **Great Cat Stories**
  Roxanne Willems Snopek
  9781926613963, $9.95 pb

- **Great Dog Stories**
  Roxanne Willems Snopek
  9781926613970, $9.95 pb

- **Rescue Dogs**
  Dale Portman
  9781929474783, $9.95 pb

- **Voices of the Elders**
  Kathryn Bridge
  9781927051948, $9.95 pb

- **Ghost Town Stories of BC**
  Johnnie Bachusky
  9781926613932, $9.95 pb

- **Ghost Town Stories of the Red Coat Trail**
  Johnnie Bachusky
  9781926613703, $9.95 pb

- **The Mounties**
  Elle Andra-Warner
  9781926613925, $9.95 pb

- **People of the Fur Trade**
  Irene Ternier Gordon
  9781926613918, $9.95 pb

- **A People on the Move**
  Irene Ternier Gordon
  9781926613901, $9.95 pb

- **Native Chiefs and Famous Métis**
  Holly Quan
  9781926613895, $9.95 pb

- **Prairie Murders**
  Peter B. Smith
  9781926613949, $9.95 pb

- **Lost Lemon Mine**
  Ron Stewart
  9781926613956, $9.95 pb

- **CSI Alberta**
  Peter B. Smith
  9781926613949, $9.95 pb

- **Dirty Thirties Desperadoes**
  Rich Mole
  9781926613963, $9.95 pb
Painted Fences
Sara Cassidy, Sydney Barnes
9781772033519, $19.95 hc

A Home Away from Home
Nicholas Read
9781772032192, $10.95 pb

The Salmon Twins
Carol Simpson
9781927527009, $12.95 pb

Grizzlies of Grouse Mountain
Shelley Hrdlitschka, Rae Schido
9781772032772, $19.95 hc

Scallywag on the Salish Sea
Sara Cassidy, Mike Deas
9781772032789, $9.95 pb

If You Live Like Me
Lori Weber
9781772030525, $12.95 pb

The Secret of Grim Hill
Linda DeMeulemeester
9781772030747, $12.95 pb

Flames of the Tiger
John Wilson
9781772030396, $12.95 pb

Wildlife of Western Canada
Tom Hunter
9781772031201, $12.95 pb

Critters for Kids
Tom Hunter
9781772032826, $12.95 pb

Mounties for Kids
Tom Hunter
9781772032833, $12.95 pb

Canadian Wildlife Activity Book - Volume One
Tom Hunter
9781772032789, $12.95

Eagle’s Reflection
Robert James Challenger
9781895811070, $9.95 pb

Grizzly’s Home
Robert James Challenger
9781894384940, $9.95 pb

Nature’s Circle
Robert James Challenger
9781894384773, $9.95 pb

Raven’s Call
Robert James Challenger
9781895811918, $9.95 pb
Saskatchewan Book
George Webber & Lorna Crozier
9781771604406, $45.00 hc

Souvenir of the Canadian Rockies
Meaghan J. Ward & Paul Zizka
9781771602105, $10.00 pb

Takaya: Lone Wolf
Cheryl Alexander
9781771603737, $30.00 pb

Discovering Animals
Neepin Auger
9781771604828, $10.00 pb
9781771602341, $12.00 bb

Discovering Numbers
Neepin Auger
9781771604741, $10.00 pb
9781771603317, $12.00 bb

Discovering People
Neepin Auger
9781771604710, $10.00 pb
9781771603270, $12.00 bb

Discovering Words
Neepin Auger
9781771604765, $10.00 pb
9781771603294, $12.00 bb

Stories of Ice
Lynn Martel
9781771603898, $40.00 pb

Summits & Starlight
Paul Zizka
9781927330920, $30.00 hc

Discovering People
Neepin Auger
9781771603102, $12.00 pb

Discovering Animals
Neepin Auger
9781771603096, $12.00 pb

Discovering Numbers
Neepin Auger
9781771603058, $12.00 pb

Discovering People
Neepin Auger
9781771603072, $12.00 pb

Discovering Words
Neepin Auger
9781771603096, $12.00 pb
All That Glitters
Margo Talbot
9781771604338, $25.00 pb

Alpine Warriors
Bernadette McDonald
9781771601092, $30.00 hc

Art of Freedom
Bernadette McDonald
9781771602129, $32.00 hc

Emilio Comici
David Smart
9781771605467, $32.00 hc

Following the Good River
Briony Penn
9781771603218, $38.00 hc

Freedom Climbers
Bernadette McDonald
9781927330028, $24.95 pb

Honouring High Places
Junko Tabei & Helen Y. Rolfe
9781771602185, $32.00 hc

In Search of Al Howie
Jared Beasley
9781771603386, $25.00 pb

Inner Ranges
Geoff Powter
9781771602075, $22.00 pb

June Mickle
Kathy Calvert
9781771604148, $25.00 pb

Keeper of the Mountains
Bernadette McDonald
9781927330059, $22.95 pb

Lines on a Map
Frank Wolf
9781771602082, $25.00

Lost and Found
Jamey Glasnovic
9781771600514, $25.00 pb

Gone Viking
Bill Arnott
9781771604475, $25.00 pb

Jimmy Simpson
E.J. Hart
9781918752237, $24.95 pb
No Ordinary Woman
Janice Sanford Beck
9780921102823, $24.95 pb

Old Man’s Garden
Annora Brown
9781771603447, $30.00 pb

One Last Cast
Bruce Masterman
978177160243, $20.00 pb

Our Trip Around the World
Renate Belczyk
978177160375, $22.00 pb

Out Here
Carolyn Highland
9781771604499, $20.00 pb

Paradise Won
Elizabeth May
9781771604581, $25.00 pb

Paul Preuss
David Smart
9781771603232, $32.00 hc

Rain Comin’ Down
Robert Sandford
978177160371, $22.00 pb

Searching for Tao Canyon
Pat Morrow & Jeremy Schmidt
9781771602907, $30.00 hc

Stories from the Magic Canoe of Wa’xaid
Cecil Paul & Briony Penn
9781771603379, $25.00 pb

A Story of Karma
Michael Schauch
9781771604873, $25.00 pb

Taking a Break from Saving the World
Stephen Legault
9781771603838, $20.00 pb

Talking with Bears
G.A. Bradshaw
9781771603614, $32.00 hc

The Third Dive
Robert Osborne
9781771603553, $30.00 hc

When Trains Ruled the Rockies
Terry Gainer
9781771603030, $22.00 pb

With You by Bike
Katrina Rosen
9781771603157, $25.00 pb
Selected Highlights

**Hiking Canada’s Great Divide Trail - 3rd Edition**
- Dustin Lynx
- 978-1-77160-262-4, $30.00 pb

**More Scrambles in the Canadian Rockies - 3rd Edition**
- Andrew Nugara
- 978-1-77160-200-6, $40.00 pb

**Mountain Footsteps - 4th Edition**
- Janice Strong
- 978-1-77160-246-4, $30.00 pb

**Popular Day Hikes: Kananaskis Country**
- Gillian Daffern
- 978-1-77160-285-5, $20.00 pb

**Popular Day Hikes: Canadian Rockies**
- Tony Daffern
- 978-1-77160-267-9, $20.00 pb

**Popular Day Hikes: Northern Okanagan**
- Gerry Shea
- 978-1-77160-245-7, $20.00 pb

**Popular Day Hikes: South-Central Okanagan**
- Gerry Shea
- 978-1-77160-277-8, $20.00 pb

**Popular Day Hikes: Vancouver Island**
- Theo Dombrowski
- 978-1-77160-283-9, $20.00 pb

**Popular Snowshoe Trails of the Canadian Rockies**
- Andrew Nugara
- 978-1-77160-435-2, $20.00 pb

**Popular Wildflowers of Alberta and the Canadian Rockies**
- Neil L. Jennings
- 978-1-77160-349-2, $15.00 pb

**Popular Wildflowers of the Canadian Prairies**
- Neil L. Jennings
- 978-1-77160-351-5, $15.00 pb

**Popular Wildflowers of South-Central BC**
- Neil L. Jennings
- 978-1-77160-347-8, $15.00 pb

**Popular Wildflowers of Coastal BC & Vancouver Island**
- Neil L. Jennings
- 978-1-77160-345-4, $15.00 pb

**Scrambles in the Canadian Rockies - 3rd Edition**
- Alan Kane
- 978-1-77160-097-2, $35.00 pb

**Seaside Walks on Vancouver Island**
- Theo Dombrowski
- 978-1-77160-039-2, $15.00 pb

**Sport Climbs in the Canadian Rockies - 7th Edition**
- John Martin & Jon Jones
- 978-1-77160-010-9, $40.00 pb
Bisous and Brioche
Laura Bradbury, Rebecca Wellman
9781771513166, $45 hc

Milk, Spice and Curry Leaves
Ruwannamal Samarakoona-Amunugama
9781771513296, $35 hc

Cedar and Salt
Dr. Acken, Emily Lycopolus
9781771512947, $45 hc

Everyone’s Welcome
Amanda Orlando
9781771512732, $40 hc

All the Sweet Things
Renée Kohlman
9781771512046, $39.95 pb

A Spicy Touch
Noorbanu Nimji, Karen Anderson
9781771513333, $40 hc

The Olive Oil and Vinegar Lover’s Cookbook: Revised and Updated Edition
Emily Lycopolus
9781771512992, $45 pb

Recipes for Olive Oil and Vinegar Lovers Boxed Set
Emily Lycopolus, Dr. Acken
9781771512985, $86 hc, slip case

Off the Hook
Dr. Acken, Aurelia Louvet
9781771512763, $22 pb

The Whale and the Cupcake
Julia O’Malley
9781771513118, $25 pb

First, We Brunch
Rebecca Wellman
9781771512329, $30 pb

Tapping the West
Scott Messenger
9781771513203, $23 pb

Flat Out Delicious
Jenn Sharp, photos by Richard Marjan
9781771513043, $25, pb

Food Artisans of Alberta
Karen Anderson, Matilde Sanchez-Turri
9781771512466, $25 pb

Food Artisans of the Okanagan
Jennifer Cockrall-King
9781771513537, $24.95 pb

The Okanagan Wine Tour Guide
John Schreiner and Luke Whittall
9781771513241, $25 pb
Carefree Garden
Bill Terry
9781771512611, $21.95 pb

Beauty by Design
Bill Terry
9781771510127, $24.95 pb

In the Dog Kitchen
Julie Van Rosendaal
9781771510586, $19.95 pb

As A Dog Thinketh
Monique Anstee
9781771513744, $22 pb

The E. J. Hughes Book of Boats
Robert Amos
9781771513384, $22 hc

E. J. Hughes Paints British Columbia
Robert Amos
9781771513104, $35 hc

E. J. Hughes Paints Vancouver Island
Robert Amos
9781771512558, $35 hc

Emily Carr As I Knew Her
Carol Pearson
9781771511742, $19.95 pb

In Nature’s Realm
Michael Layland
9781771510087, $40 hc

A Perfect Eden
Michael Layland
9781771510773, $30.95 hc

The Land of Heart’s Delight
Michael Layland
9781771510158, $39.95 hc

Glorious Victorian Homes
Nick Russell
9781771511965, $29.95 pb

Along the E&N
Glen A. Mofford
9781771512879, $22 pb

Aqua Vitae
Glen A. Mofford
9781771511896, $19.95 pb

City in Colour
May Q. Wong
9781771512855, $22 pb

Against the Current
Cathy Converse
9781771512701, $30 hc
Selected Highlights

A Year on the Wild Side
Briony Penn
9781771512671, $22 pb

Island Home
Anny Scoones
9781771512589, $20 pb

Return to Spinner’s Inlet
Don Hunter
9781771513081, $22 pb

On Island
Pat Carney
9781771512107, $21.95 pb

Vancouver Island Scoundrels, Eccentrics and Originals
Stephen Ruttan
9781771510721, $19.95 pb

Hometown
Anny Scoones, Robert Amos
9781771510004, $19.95 pb

Inside Chinatown
Robert Amos, Kileasa Wong
9781894898911, $29.95 hc

True Home
Anny Scoones
9781926741086, $19.95

Haunting of Vancouver Island
Sharon Srin
9781771512435, $20 pb

Great Canadian Ghost Stories
Barbara Smith
9781771512794, $20 pb

Vancouver’s Most Haunted
Ian Gibbs
9781771512383, $19.95 pb

Spirits of the West
Robert C. Belyk
9781771510394, $19.95 pb

The Corpse with the Golden Nose
Cathy Ace
9781927129883, $14.95 pb

Dark Moon Walking
R. J. McMillen
9781771510660, $14.95 pb

A Quiet Kill
Janet Brons
9781771510608, $14.95 pb

The Slickrock Paradox
Stephen Legault
9781927129395, $18.95 pb
Show Me the Honey
Dave Dorogyh
9781771513227, $25 pb

Dance Me to the End
Alison Acheson
9781927366888, $220 pb

Your Heart Is the Size of Your Fist
Martina Scholten
9781927366684, $22 pb

From Bear Rock Mountain
Antoine Mountain
9781927366806, $30 hc

Walking in the Woods
Herb Belcourt
9781927366714, $22 pb

It’s Only the Himalayas
S. Bedford
9781927366479, $19.95 pb

A Cowherd in Paradise
May Q. Wong
9781926972404, $24.95 pb

Rosina, The Midwife
Jessica Kluthe
9781927366110, $19.95 pb

Following the Curve of Time
Cathy Converse
9781771512981, $20 pb

Last Dance in Shediac
Amy Scoones
978177151384, $19.95 pb

Heart of the Raincoast
Alexandra Morton and Billy Proctor
9781771512974, $19.95 pb

Sailing with Vancouver
Sam McKinney
9781771512640, $20 pb

Somewhere
Lorna Jane Harvey
9781927366936, $25 pb

Radiant Voices
Carla Bergman
9781927366844, $22 pb

In This Together
Danielle McAlfe-Chenail
9781927366448, $19.95 pb

Hidden Lives
Lenore Rowntree, Andrew Boden
9781927366530, $19.95 pb
Orphans of Empire
Grant Buday
9781927366899, $22 pb

The Tinsmith
Tim Bowling
9781927366233, $19.95 pb

This Godforsaken Place
Cinda Gault
9781927366295, $19.95 pb

Pilgrimage
Diana Davidson
9781927366672, $19.95 pb

The Unfinished Child
Theresa Shea
9781927366028, $19.95 pb

Flying Time
Suzanne North
9781927366233, $19.95 pb

The Cuckoo’s Child
Margaret Thompson
9781927366295, $19.95 pb

An Extraordinary Destiny
Shekhar Paleja
9781927366592, $19.95 pb

One Good Thing
Rebecca Hendry
9781927366878, $22 pb

Do You Think This Is Strange?
Aaron Cully Drake
9781927366307, $17.95 pb

When is a Man
Aaron Shepard
9781927366284, $19.95 pb

Sonja & Carl
Suzanne Hillier
9781927366585, $19.95 pb

A Thousand Consolations
Julie Roorda
9781927366653, $22 pb

Swarm
Lauren Carter
9781927366202, $19.95 pb

The Pull of the Moon
Julie Paul
9781927366325, $19.95 pb

The Whole Beautiful World
Melissa Kuipers
9781927366622, $22 pb
The Cariboo Trail
Agnes C. Laut
9781771510332, $12.95 pb

The Ranch on the Cariboo
Alan Fry
9781926741000, $19.95 pb

Three Against the Wilderness
Eric Collier
978194898548, $19.95 pb

The Rainbow Chasers
Ervin Austin MacDonald
9781894898300, $19.95 pb

Measure of the Year
Roderick Haig-Brown
9781926741850, $19.95 pb

Pioneers of the Pacific Coast
Agnes C. Laut
9781926741000, $9.95 pb

The Voyage of the ‘Fox’ in the Arctic Seas
Sir Francis Leopold McClintok
9781927129197, $19.95 pb

A Journey to a Northern Ocean
Samuel Hearne
9781894898607, $19.95 pb

R.M. Patterson
David Finch
9781894898959, $19.95

Those Earlier Hills
R.M. Patterson
9781948989805, $14.95 pb

Trail to the Interior
R.M. Patterson
9781948989508, $10.05 pb

Finlay’s River
R.M. Patterson
9781894898386, $19.95 pb

High Rider
Bill Gallaher
978177151148, $15.95 pb

The Judge and the Lady
Marilyn Horsdal
9781927129302, $19.95 pb

Searching for Billie
Freda Jackson
978194898539, $18.95 pb

Zachary’s Gold
Stan Krumm
9781926741599, $19.95 pb
AGENCY CLIENTS

{Selected Highlights}

Animal Tracks and Signs of the Northwest
J. Duane Sept
9780973981957, $14.95 pb

Common Birds of Interior British Columbia
J. Duane Sept
9780995226800, $14.95 pb

Common Birds of Southwestern British Columbia
J. Duane Sept
9780973981964, $14.95 pb

Common Birds of Ontario
J. Duane Sept
9780973039078, $14.95 pb

Common Mushrooms of the Northwest
J. Duane Sept
9780973981964, $14.95 pb

Common Seashore Creatures of the Pacific Northwest
J. Duane Sept
9780995226626, $14.95 pb

Common Wildflowers of the Pacific Northwest
J. Duane Sept
9780973981971, $14.95 pb

Edible and Medicinal Plants of the Northwest
J. Duane Sept
978097398188, $14.95 pb

Rocks and Minerals of Western North America
J. Duane Sept
9780973981871, $14.95 pb

Trees of the Northwest
J. Duane Sept
9780973981940, $14.95 pb

Wild Berries of the Northwest
J. Duane Sept
9780973981933, $14.95 pb

Vancouver Tree Book
David Tracey
978098650552, $20.00 pb

The Confessions of Socrates
R.L. Prendergast
9780978454876, $27.95 hc

Dinner with Lisa
R.L. Prendergast
9780978454821, $19.95 pb

January
Marie Corbett
9780994924803, $19.95 pb

An Uncommon Road
Gian Singh Sandhu
9781987900163, $29.95 hc
Adventures on the West Coast of Vancouver Island
Peter Vassilopoulos
9780919317512, $39.95 pb

Canada’s Arctic
Ken Burton
9780919317581, $49.95 pb

Cruising Desolation Sound
Peter Vassilopoulos
9780919317536, $49.95 pb

Cruising the Inside Passage
Peter Vassilopoulos
9780919317505, $39.95 pb

Cruising the Sunshine Coast
Peter Vassilopoulos
9780919317529, $49.95 pb

Cruising the Broughton Islands
Peter Vassilopoulos
9780919317468, $49.95 pb

Docks and Destinations
Peter Vassilopoulos
9780919317550, $34.95 pb

Gulf Islands Cruising Guide
Peter Vassilopoulos
9780919317543, $49.95 pb

Alaska by Cruise Ship
Anne Vipond
9781927747155, $22.95 pb

Caribbean by Cruise Ship
Anne Vipond
9781927747056, $22.95 pb

Hawaii by Cruise Ship
Anne Vipond
9781927747025, $22.95 pb

Northern Europe by Cruise Ship
Anne Vipond
9781927747100, $22.95 pb

Motorcycle Messengers
Jeremy Kroeker
9780991825011, $20.00 pb

Motorcycle Messengers 2
Jeremy Kroeker
9780991825028, $23.00 pb

Motorcycle Therapy
Jeremy Kroeker
9780991825004, $17.95 pb

To Hell and Back
Joe Calendino
9780995940703, $19.95 pb
**Agency Clients**

*Selected Highlights*

- **Learning by Design 1: Pacific Northwest Coast Native Indian Art**  
  Karin Clark  
  9780969297932, $32.95 pb

- **Learning by Design 2: Pacific Northwest Coast Native Indian Art**  
  Karin Clark  
  9780969297949, $32.95 pb

- **Learning by Doing: Northwest Coast Native Indian Art**  
  Karin Clark  
  9780969297918, $24.95 pb

- **What am I Seeing?: Pacific Northwest Coast Aboriginal Art**  
  Karin Clark  
  9780973676845, $14.95 pb

- **A Flag for Canada**  
  Rick Archbold  
  9780973234688, $34.95 hc

- **Selling Canada**  
  Daniel Francis  
  9780980930467, $19.95 pb

- **Waterfront**  
  James Delgado  
  9780980930436, $19.95 pb

- **The Wild Ride**  
  Charles Wilkins  
  9780980930450, $19.95 pb

- **A Beaver is Eating My Canoe**  
  Matt Jackson  
  9780973467161, $19.95 pb

- **Mob Hit on My Grandmother’s Dog**  
  Matt Jackson  
  9780986685637, $19.95 pb

- **Moose on the Loose**  
  Matt Jackson  
  9780986685606, $19.95 pb

- **Mugged by a Moose**  
  Matt Jackson  
  9780973467130, $19.95 pb

- **Never Light a Match in the Outhouse**  
  Matt Jackson  
  9780986685668, $19.95 pb

- **Never Trust a Smiling Bear**  
  Matt Jackson  
  9780973467185, $19.95 pb

- **Cooking Fish and Brewing Tales**  
  Bob Burkosky  
  9780991673803, $19.95 pb

- **The Salmon Recipes**  
  Luanne Roth  
  9780991709007, $23.99 pb
AGENCY CLIENTS
{Selected Highlights}

Gang Ranch
Judy Alsager
9780968288306, $22.95 pb

Never Forget the Good Times
Joe Garner
9780969134381, $9.95 pb

Nine Lives of a Cowboy
Dude Lavington
9780919203204, $19.95 pb

Tenderfoot Trail
Oliver Spencer Loggins
9780919203440, $18.95 pb

Trail’s End
Judy Alsager
9780968288320, $22.95 pb

Canada 150 Women
Paulina Cameron
9780995959125, $39.95 hc

Knitting Stories
Sylvia Olsen
9781550392326, $28.95 pb

True North: The Canadian Songbook
Eleanor McCain
9780995342309, $60.00 hc

Working with Wool
Sylvia Olsen
9781550391770, $38.95 hc

Myths and Legends of the Haida
Martine Reid
978088388125, $5.95 pb

Nuptse and Lhotse in Nepal
Joey Anong
9781897530047, $12.00 pb

Ocean Champions
Michelle Mach
9780995959170, $13.95 pb

Sockeye Salmon Odyssey
Brenda Guiled
9780973355888, $14.95 pb

Totem Poles of the Haida
Sue Coleman
9780994832108, $14.95 pb

The Trumpeter Swan
Sue Coleman
9780994832108, $14.95 pb

Welcome Family and Friends to Our Bighouse
Nella Nelson
9780973878990, $21.95 pb
AGENCY CLIENTS
{Selected Highlights}

111 West Coast Literary Portraits
Barry Peterson
9781896949239, $48.00 pb

At the World’s Edge
Claudia Cornwall
9781896949788, $29.95 pb

Crow Jazz
Linda Rogers
9781896949659, $23.95 pb

The Dancehall Years
Joan Haggerty
9781896949543, $23.95 pb

Euclid’s Orchard and Other Essays
Theresa Kishkan
9781896949035, $22.95 pb

Everything Was Good-bye
Gurinder Basran
9781896949079, $21.95 pb

Flowers We Will Never Know the Names Of
Cathy Ford
9781896949482, $18.95 pb

Force Field
Susan Musgrave
9781896949253, $32.95 pb

Gone South and Other Ways to Disappear
Julia Leggett
9781896949390, $19.95 pb

Grayling
Jillian Wigmore
9781896949376, $18.95 pb

The Life and Art of David Marshall
Monika Ullmann
9781896949444, $34.95 pb

The Life and Art of Edythe Hembroff-Schleicher
Christina Johnson-Dean
9781896949277, $38.95 pb

The Life and Art of Frank Molnar, Jack Hardman & LeRoy Jensen
Eve Lazarus
9781896949248, $34.95 pb

The Life and Art of George Fertig
Mona Fertig
9781896949082, $38.95 pb

The Life and Art of Harry and Jessie Webb
Adrienne Brown
9781896949413, $34.95 pb

The Life and Art of Ina D. D. Uhthoff
Christina Johnson-Dean
9781896949130, $32.95 pb
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Life and Art of Jack Akroyd</td>
<td>Peter Busby</td>
<td>9781896949437, $35.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Life and Art of Mary Filer</td>
<td>Christina Johnson-Dean</td>
<td>9781896949550, $35.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Life and Art of Arthur Pitts</td>
<td>Kerry Mason</td>
<td>9781896949628, $35.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Literary Storefront</td>
<td>Trevor Carolan</td>
<td>9781896949529, $29.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Red</td>
<td>Kerry Gilbert</td>
<td>9781896949741, $19.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love of the Salish Sea Islands</td>
<td>Mona Fertig</td>
<td>9781896949734, $23.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.E.: A Portrayal of Emily Carr</td>
<td>Eddythe Hembroff-Schleicher</td>
<td>9781896949338, $18.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary Strangers</td>
<td>Bill Stenson</td>
<td>9781896949703, $23.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrin</td>
<td>Theresa Kishkan</td>
<td>9781896949741, $19.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Recipe for Disaster &amp; Other Unlikely Tales of Love</td>
<td>Eufemia Fantetti</td>
<td>9781896949352, $17.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakespearean Blues</td>
<td>Shirley Graham</td>
<td>9781896949667, $18.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a short history of crazy bone</td>
<td>Patrick Friesen</td>
<td>9781896949499, $19.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Songen</td>
<td>Patrick Friesen</td>
<td>9781896949642, $18.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Summer Book</td>
<td>Mona Fertig</td>
<td>9781896949611, $24.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undiscovered Country</td>
<td>Al Rempel</td>
<td>9781896940967, $19.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tight wire</td>
<td>Kerry Gilbert</td>
<td>9781896949536, $18.95 pb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AGENCY CLIENTS

{Selected Highlights}

Backroad Mapbook: Cariboo Chilcotin Coast
9781926806860, $29.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Kootenay Rockies
9781926806877, $29.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Northern BC
9781926806853, $29.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Thompson Okanagan
9781926806852, $29.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Vancouver, Coast & Mountains
9781926806518, $25.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Vancouver Island
9781926806545, $25.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Vancouver Island Fishing
9781926806538, $27.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Northwestern BC Fishing
9781897225004, $27.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Canadian Rockies
9781926806270, $29.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Central Alberta
9781926806932, $25.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Northern Alberta
9781926806949, $20.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Southern Alberta
9781926806853, $29.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Saskatchewan
9781926806925, $25.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Manitoba
9781926806552, $25.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Eastern Ontario
9781926806570, $29.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Northeastern Ontario
9781926806510, $25.95 spiral bound
Backroad Mapbook: Northwestern Ontario 9781926806842, $25.95 spiral bound

Cariboo Region - Outdoor Recreation Map 9781926806897, $10.95 folded map

Kamloops and Interlakes - Waterproof Map 9781926806879, $14.95 folded map

Vancouver Island North - Waterproof Map 9781926806879, $14.95 folded map

Haida Gwaii - Waterproof Map 9781926806893, $12.95 folded map

Northeastern British Columbia - Waterproof Map 9781926806879, $12.95 folded map

Vancouver Island South - Waterproof Map 9781926806879, $14.95 folded map

East Kootenay - Waterproof Map 9781926806894, $12.95 folded map

Squamish, Chilliwack, Merritt - Waterproof Map, 1st Edition 9781926806885, $14.95 folded map

Okanagan Valley and Shuswap - Waterproof Map 9781926806846, $15.95 folded map

Algonquin Provincial Park - Waterproof Map 9781926806823, $15.95 folded map

Bancroft District Crown Land - Waterproof Map 9781897225615, $10.95 folded map

Backroad Mapbook: Southern Ontario 9781926806881, $25.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Cottage Country Ontario 9781926806874, $25.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Cottage Country Ontario 9781926806837, $25.95 spiral bound

Backroad Mapbook: Nova Scotia 9781926806831, $25.95 spiral bound
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>978177164598</td>
<td>Do You Know Where the Animals Live?</td>
<td>UTP / HGD</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771646826</td>
<td>Palm Trees at the North Pole</td>
<td>UTP / HGD</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>978177164376</td>
<td>I Am a Peaceful Goldfish</td>
<td>UTP / HGD</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771645737</td>
<td>Show Us Where You Live, Humpback</td>
<td>UTP / HGD</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771647960</td>
<td>On the Other Side of the Forest</td>
<td>UTP / HGD</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771646925</td>
<td>Grasshopper</td>
<td>UTP / HGD</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771647823</td>
<td>The Capybaras</td>
<td>UTP / HGD</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Details are subject to change without notice.
Please check with your Sales Rep or online for any changes to titles and prices.
# Heritage House Spring 2021 Frontlist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Retail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781772033564</td>
<td>The Flora and Fauna of Coastal BC PNW</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781772033588</td>
<td>A Journey Back to Nature</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781772033601</td>
<td>Wagon Road North</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781772033403</td>
<td>Joseph William McKay</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781772033625</td>
<td>Always Pack a Candle</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781772033649</td>
<td>Home on the Strange</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781772033533</td>
<td>Flourishing and Free</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781772033687</td>
<td>Lost on the Prairie</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781772033472</td>
<td>Little Wolf</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781772033199</td>
<td>Explore the Eelgrass Meadow</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Rocky Mountain Books Spring 2021 Frontlist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Retail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604789</td>
<td>Park Bagger</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604659</td>
<td>Take Me Outside</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771603874</td>
<td>The Ageless Athlete</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604857</td>
<td>Wild Roses Are Worth It</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771603973</td>
<td>Aloft</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771603997</td>
<td>Cold Comfort</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771602600</td>
<td>Northern Stone</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771602372</td>
<td>Bikepacking in the Canadian Rockies</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771605137</td>
<td>Popular Day Hikes: Castle and Crowsnest</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604277</td>
<td>Waterfall Hikes in Southern BC</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604178</td>
<td>Time to Wonder - Volume 1</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604444</td>
<td>The Wonders That I Find HC</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604451</td>
<td>The Wonders That I Find PB</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604970</td>
<td>Prairie ABCs BB</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604987</td>
<td>Prairie ABCs PB</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604871</td>
<td>Good Morning, Takaya BB</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771605052</td>
<td>Good Morning, Takaya PB</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604895</td>
<td>Takaya's Journey HC</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771604901</td>
<td>Takaya’s Journey PB</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Details are subject to change without notice.
Please check with your Sales Rep or online for any changes to titles and prices.
**TOUCHWOOD EDITIONS SPRING 2021 FRONTLIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>SUPPLIER</th>
<th>RETAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771513449</td>
<td>Prairie Gardener's Go-To for Seeds</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771513463</td>
<td>Prairie Gardener's Go-To for Small Spaces</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771513326</td>
<td>The Distilleries of Vancouver Island</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771513487</td>
<td>Craigdarroch Castle in 21 Artifacts</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771513388</td>
<td>Victoria Unbuttoned</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781771513531</td>
<td>A Lethal Lesson</td>
<td>HGD / UTP</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AGENCY PUBLISHERS SPRING 2021 FRONTLIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>SUPPLIER</th>
<th>RETAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781896949826</td>
<td>Pocket Guide to Unheralded Artists of BC</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781896949840</td>
<td>Black Bears in the Carrot Field</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781896949871</td>
<td>I will be more myself in the next world</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780988085336</td>
<td>Lakes of Victoria, BC</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781927878088</td>
<td>Timeless Emily Carr</td>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Details are subject to change without notice.
Please check with your Sales Rep or online for any changes to titles and prices.
Publishing partners of Heritage Group Distribution acknowledge the financial support of the Government of Canada through the Canada Book Fund (CBF), a part of the Department of Canadian Heritage.